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with J~2 council decision 
Brian Peach 
Daily Egyptian 
Hugh Muldoon and Sara Bdd>igler lm-c 
coinpletdy different ideas of how rhe Human 
Relations Commission should lm-c formed, but 
neither got their \\uh Tuesday night. 
The HRC was passed by the C.ubondale 
City Council by :i. 3-2 ,'Dte after members of 
the community for and :i.gainst the commission 
\'Diced their opinions to the council 
Berkbigla, exccum-c director of the 
Carbondale Chan1ber of Commerce, was the 
first to spc:ik. She attended the meeting on 
behalf of all the local business owners who h:n-c 
expressed diss:i.ti.sfaction "ith the idea of form-
ing a commission. She said business owners are 
concerned with confidentiality problems that 
may arise if community members file false com-
plaints that harm busir.css's reputations. 
"They don't want to be unfairly treated," 
Berkbigler said. "They don'twant_to ha,-c to go 
through additional laJ= .of bureaucracy when 
there are already some in place" . . · 
Hugh Muldoon, :i. member of the SIU/ 
Carbondale Task Force on Race and Community 
Rdations that proposed the commission, stood .. 
See_COUNCIL, page 13 · 
··· .. · . WWW; DAIL YEGYPTIAN.COM 
' . 
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embedded with alli~ troops prmid-
ing them intimate and instant details. 
However, some critics question if the 
public is getting the wh9le story.And . 
restrictions come with this new level 
of access, said Bob .Steele, director · 
of the Ethics Department at the 
Poynter Institute in Florida. 
"T.1q are ghmg the public com-
pelling insight into small pieces 'of 
this war, but they don't give the big 
picture of war," s teele said. "It's like 
one snap shot." . 
. See MEDIA; :Dage 12 
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,Paul, Ray_ (~ight}•and NeaJ,Young speak at a debate for Undergra_duate•Studen.t Government Both are running for USG 
presi~ent Michael Rivers who is the third candidate running did not attend:the debate citing prior commitments. A group 
offewer than 30 pc:ople atte~ded the debate. See story, page 4. · · · · 
-Dqde, BAC gets two new'Pells·via 11lisallocatedJU11dlllg 
Black Affairs Council 
may not receive funds 
due to oversight, 
Valerie Donnals & Kristina Dailing 
Daily Egyptian · . . 
student-fee money :illocatcd to oi:g.mization by restricted :i.cmunt contlined about SJS,000. 1nis One of the . -~untants in · Student . 
USG _for particular•events, to cm-c.. the ncgati\'e was m~ey :illocatcd by USG from the Student Development,. Paul ~edciros, who n_o longer, 
b:tlancc.USGdidnotapprovetheuscofstudent- Otganiz.ation Acti\ity Fund. USG has strict "'Drks in Student Development, processcq the 
fee money to purchasc the computers. guidelines in plaa: dctallinipvith how the 111oney · ortler without ~ that it was not approved 
Katie Sermersheim, director of Student. in this account can be used.. One of the main by USG. · . · . : 
Development, mid she told Rivers there ,,z not requirements is for the money to fund e>.'Cllts The ~mputcr pun:hase totrued about SJ,000. · · 
enough money in the non-restricted :i.ccount-to sponsored by RSOs th:i.t are open to the entire Since there was only Sl,3~0 in their.account, the•· 
pu:chase romputers. She also told him he could cunpus. . . _ · . . . oq;aniiation was m-o:drawn and forced to make 
not purchase them from the restricted account B:i.s,;d on this information, he :tppil!--ccl ~ . up the difference out of their restricted account' _ 
The Black AfF.tirs Council has until April because it had not beer :tppl'O\-ccl by USG, which the_ unrestricted- funds to buy ne\V computers . .Scnnasheim said once she realized what.ru!R" 
29 to repay a Sl,132 neg:i.tl\-c balance that was the guidelines require. . · . · · · for the BAC office. Rh'c,IS, who is mi electronic • pen~ she alerted USG, which froze all of the 
accumulared because of :a misallDC:1tion of funds, · Ho\\n-i:r, Rh= said he was told by the BAC · · syswns technology major, said he has· already funding =cunts for BAC and remm-ccl Rh-cIS' 
according to the Student DC\-clopment Office. treasurer: that there was about $3,000 in in: unrc- hooked up the new Ddl computers. . · ~ authority. . · . · : ,_ ._ 
As a result of the misallocation on die part of stticred account. . . . . .According to Sermersheim, Rh,:.rs went to his' According to· George Robinson, chaitpcrsoo 
BAC u~tion, the organization may · Ha1m'CI:, Student De\-clcipment records sha1v - ru:hm and _told him he had scn-ccl on the USG : of the USGs Internal Affiurs Committee, the 
not be :ihle to rcceh-c funds for fiscal )'C:lr '<» fiom : that beginning in fiscal ye.ir 2003, BAC had .finance'committecand thr,rhad apprm-cclthepur-- acrount was frozen for about six days to pm=t . _ 
the Undergraduate Student Govcriunent. · · Sl,132 in their unrcstria~ account.1nis =mt chase of t_!ie computers.His ru:hisor, Carl Enin, arlditional "ithdrawals. . · . · _ · ·. . • '. 
BAC .President :Michad, Rh= approved · consi..-.cd · of funds. the . o~tion reo:h'Cd. · :i. coonlinator in Student Development, apprm~ ''We immcdiatdy shut down. the ability for · ' 
the purchasing of two computers, totaling a)>out thro~ · fund-raising through()Ut the pmious , tbepwcliase requisition aa:ordingto :lie purd=. anyone to niake further .financial obligations 
$3,000, for the organization using non-~cred y~r. The money is monitored by UndCigraduate document from Student I>cvelopment. · that would put the mganization further in debt," 
funds, e>.-cn though records sha1v that:i.t that time &tudent Goi-cmment and Student De>.-clopment,: . "They were just :i.cting on soincthing I ,,'Ould Robinson said. · ·· • · 
BAC only had about half that much mcincy in but can be spent :i.t the organizations discretion. never condemn them for, whic;h is honoring th: 
the~_t.BACuscdrestticredfunds,whichare .According to Student IJe\-clopment, BACs wordofd1estudent,"Sermcrshcimsaid. _ .S~~l-~~~S, page_13 
BASIC (R) 4:30 7:00 9:15 
PHRf;Ef:ft;O~JR) DIGITAL 
A MAN APART (R) 4: 15 6:45 9:00 
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V.~ 1~wrrs (PG) DIGITAL 
~%r::(PG-13) DIGITAL 
DREAL!CATCHER (R) DIGITAL 
4:20 7:009:55 ~~:t ~ THE HOUSE (PG-13) 
THECORE(PG-13) DIGITAi. 4:10 7:45 
CHICAGO (PG-13) 4:30 7:25 10:00 
PIGLETS 61G MOVIE (GJ 5:3() 7:30 
01.DSC!iOOl(R) 9:300NLY 




Spring Clean Up 




Sign in at Turlev 
Park on W. Main St. 
_for litter clean up 
assignments. 
T-shirts for first_ 
250 volunteers!_ 
Prizes,food, a11d 




~.' . ~· . - ', '',. ' .. - .• ~..,... ..... :-r 
\~;{P~-'1f ·. ,"·\~,/(:·.'\ 
Running Tilne: H5 minutes ·· • :-
. ~~~}~l\~0on~ft;:. ·.: :,': 
'. Starring: Al Pacino,.ColinFmrell; , 
~d-~~dget½~~~ .• :,;f?\-<::.:· 
.'~.;. ' -~-, '\; .. ~ . ,· .. ', 










Sponsored in part under a 
Keep Illinois Beautiful grant 
from Illinois DCCA. 
TRANSMISSION SERVICE 
Carbondale's Only 
Dedicated Transmission Shop 
. ~ i 
I 
Master·'l'ransmissian ~ep;iir 'l'ei:hnician 
· with 25 years experience 
~ 220 wO-chastnui • (Sia) l'49-l693::·t ~ 
- On the comer,'across· from Southern Import Repair. " ~ 
•• •• ',. ••,: ,.• • "•AC •;' : 
lNTERNATTONAJ NEWS 
WAR UPDATE 
Current as of 9 p.m. CST, Tuesday 
• A new cassette tape purported to be from 
Osama bin Laden urges suicide attacks and calls 
on Muslims to rise up against Arab governments 
that support the attack on Iraq. In the audio tape, 
bin Laden's supposed voice urges the faithful to 
attack the governments of Pakistan, Afghanistan, 
Bahrain; Kuwait and Saudi Arabia. Unlike previous 
su_ch tapes, this one had a single theme - suicide 
attacks. (usatoday.com) 
NEWS 
ing Saddam Hussein, which is believed to have,. 
left at least nine civilians dead (bbc.com) 
• US forces say they have captured the Rasheed 
airbase 5km (three miles) from the centre of 
Baghdad (bbc.coni) 
• The Pentagon may be intent on "decapitating" 
Saddam Hussein's regime, but some lawmak-
ers say they would prefer to try Saddam and his 
cronies as war criminals; Sen: Arlen Specter, R~Pa., 
said the Iraqi government not only tolerates war 
crimes, but incorpor~tes them into their military 
response to US.-led coalition forces, in particular 
by urging suicide bombings by soldiers posing as 
civilians seeking assistance from coalition troops: 
(foxnews.com) 
• An American tank fired at the Palestine Hotel, 
where several hundred journalists have b_een stay-
ing, killing two cameramen and wounding three 
other journalists Tuesday. US. officials said the 
tank had taken fire from the area of the hotel; Less 
than a mile away, another journalist died when an 
al-Jazeera television office was hit from the air in a • US. President Bush and British Prime Minister 
US. bombing run, the network said. An Abu D~abi Tony Blair on Tuesday voiced confidence that Iraqi 
1V office in the area-~ ~Isa hit (usat99~~~m) President Saddam Hussein was losing control 
. . . and endorsed a "vital tole" for the United Nations 
•US.Marines raiding ~n 'traqi . ~-; : · in postwar Iraq. But the two leaders 
military prison in Baghdad found • -·• fell short on postwar specifics that · 
bloodstained uniforms belonging would calm countries suspicious of US. 
to at least two American prisoners- Attack, Iraq;;' intentions. Washington and London 
of-war, officers here said Tuesday. hope their agreed vision of the post-
The Marines attacked a sprawling war stages in Iraq will placate antiwar 
54,000 square foot compound at Rashid airfield nations such as France, Germany and Russia, and 
in the southeastern comer of the city after receiv- allay wide!.-pread international suspicion of US. 
ing intelligence reports that up to se-:en POWs motives in Iraq. (msnbc.com) 
were being held there. The US. Army soldiers 
were seized by Iraqi forces March 23 after their 
convoy took a wrong tum traveling through Nasiri-
yah, in southern Iraq. (usatoday.com) 
• US military officials are assessing the results of 
an air raid on a residential part of Baghdad target-. 
• Congress is working on a war budget that would 
add more than S4 billion for homeland security, 
including upward of SGOO million for urban areas 
consi~ered highe~. threats. And Homeland Security 
Director Tom Ridge has emphasized that state 
. and local authorities are crucial. (usatoday.com) 
Today 
· High 47 
Fivc,day Forecast Almanac 
Average high: 64 
Average low: 40 
Tuesday's precip: O" 
Tuesday's hi/low: 30/42 
Thursday Mostly Sunny 58/35 
Low32 
· Friday Mostly Sunny . 64/42 
Partly doudy most of the · 
day, v.-ith evening showers. 





Readers who spot an error should contact the 
DAILY EGmtAN accuracy desk at 536-3311 ext. 253. 
Mostly Sunny 68/46 
Mostly Sunny 73/32 
Mostly Sunny 77/54 
CALENDAR 
Today 
Preservation Wark Plan Subcommittee meeting 
City Hall, second floor conference room B 
200 S. llfinois Ave. 
4 p.m. 
DAILY EGYPTIAN is publitbal Monday through Friday during 
the fall semoter and ,pring ,ematm and four time, • week during 
the summer Sffl\C,ter except during ,.,ntiom and cum wcda by tm 
Proclamation and Opening Ceremony 
far Africa Week 
Student Center Aucfrtorium 
5pm.to7 pm. 
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• Samuel Terrell Mogbo Jr. 21, Chicago; was arrested and 
charged with possession of cannabis and def!Vel)' of cannabis at 
10:20 pm. Sunday at Lentz Hall He was unable to post bond 
and was taken.to.the Jackson County Jail 
• ~ L: ~nin& 19. Ra;mond, was arrested and charged 
D.7. 251 . with '?mmal dam~ge to_ state property at 4:30 p.m. Friday at · 
Schneid~ Hall Police said he damaged a surveillance camera in 
E.XT. 250 an elevator. He \vas unable to post bond and was taken to the 
Jackson County Jail. . . , : . CI..ASS!llED MANACDI! GtNIJ!ALl\lA.',Actlt 
::~~~: o:r.m :::\ EXT.
246 
· •AbdulZ.Haqq.55,Carbondale,.\vasarrestedonafailureto 
P.A.,uY WurrcoMs EXT. 223 Dorn1c cuv i:xr. 224 · appear warrant for jury duty at 2:35 arri. Monday at the inte=_.• . Aln'l:lmm;c Dn=roR: lion of South llfinois Avenue and Saluki Drive. He was released 
~,i:~:/IAN~.::« JERR1·n~1 CXT.229 onSlOObond. 
Ntws EorroR: ~:~:ct/CJR<:ULAnos • A red and blue Patriots coat was reported stolen between 4:3; 
KAl•'DI BRUCE cxr.249 S111:1uu Klwos CXT. 247 arJd 6:16 pm. Sunday al the Reaeation Center. Police have no 
l111CRCXO.,n1m:J1 S1'1'.ruum suspects and the loss is estimated at :: 150. · · 
EXl',~B Ktu.YTll°'-IAS. E.XT.242 
CIJ.1ws ElY.TDR; • Plu1,rs1101' Smu.ri-.Tomom • Justin W. Haltennan, 17, Herrin, was cited for criminal lrt!spas5 
Bm Bonm EXT, 255· BIAKE l\Juu10u..sD J:XT. 243 lo land \vhen he was found sleeping on a couch at about G: . .• -
' o 2<ll2 DAILY r,.1""'-"- .AD rig!.,, ,..,,..J. Al _,,. ;. I'",•")' •• d,, 22 am. Saturday at the Interfaith Center, 913 S. Illinois A-Jemie... . , 
D.\11.T E<.vn.<~ ....i ...., ... i,. ,.1...i.«J.,. .,,,..,..,.,..,i ,.;,i,.., .. ,_,. ,. ,i., Pofice said Haltennan appeared to have been intoxicated and - · · -
~ n.. D:"LY Ecm!A.'<;. • n><m1.,,. ~ 111n. c,,a._,. r-A-~ h~d entered. the buil'!ing by ren'lolling a Plexiglas pane from a 
:"'."~~ .. 1:-~~t;~;!..~!"'u'""""l' o,r.., "' "'"" window dunng the nrght or early morning hours. ArJ employee 
~-11ua.s,,,: R.- ~m ,. Suot!= JJ!m,,,;, u .... ...,, ., c....t...i.i:. • called por~ \'llhf:O t:taltennan was d'JSCOVered and ~c was : · ·. 
~:;:t"i.t!:~~r...i..r..,.,.,.,u,,..r...,, ... L-.1w...i..,,, f:= without modent He was released on a nouce to appear 
: . The D_AJLY EGYP1:IAN. the s_tud~nt-nmnewspapcr of SIUC, is corilmittcd to being a trusted sou~ of 
mfo~llon, ~mmell:!:U)'. a~~ public discowse while helping rea~ers uniicrstan4 the issues affecting their lives. 
' •' • .. • , ' / -:- ...... i ••• ~CO • ' C ·• • ~· 
NEWS DAILY &.YPTIAN WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9, 2003 • PACE 3 
Israeli students reVeal. diff eren1: perspective 
· . Students promote 
better understanding 
of Israel in fo.rum 
at Student Center. 
· Andy Horonzy 
Daily Egyptian 
For Sha-Ron 'fu~jeman, life in his homc-
laml of Israel bares certain similarities to life 
for rhe average American college student. He 
gets up, brushes his teeth, goes to school and 
studies, and even occasionally hits a •disco• 
thcquc" wirh his friends on the weekend. 
Bur for all the simil•ritics, rherc arc just 
as many differences. Turjeman also opens rhc 
newspaper every morning and checks lo sec 
ifhe recognizes :iny of the manywn casual- · 
tics lisred, and then sits patiently next to· 
the radio waiting for news briefs ::bout new 
dc\'elopmenrs :u his wa; ·torn country. · 
To him, this is a way of life he has grown 
accustomed to, and something few people 
outside of Israel can comprehend. 
During a time when thoughts of war 
and uncertainty about the Middle East 
ha\',: encompa,sed the thoughts of many, 
Turjeman an!,l two other Israeli students 
offered a glimpse of a different perspective 
;\londay night at the Student Center in an 
open forum sponsored hy the SIU Hillel 
Foundation. 
Ester David, Shahar Sh:iir and Turjeman, 
l•racli students visited SIUC and spoke 
to 35 students, faculty and loc:il 'residents 
about their li\·c~ and untold stories of the 
conflict between Israel and Palestine in an 
Interdisciplinary Studies program called 
· STEVE .JAHNKE - DAILY EGYPTIAN 
(From right) Shahar Shair, Sha-ron Turjeman and Ester David answer questions from those who attended 'Israel at Heart: The 
Real World Israel,' an open forum sponsored by the SIU Hillel Foundation Monday evening in the Student Center Auditorium. 
The three spoke about their lives and upbringing in Israel, the current conflict between Israel and Palestine and many of the 
misconceptions that are portrayed through the media about their country. . 
"Israel at Heart: The Re:il \Vorld Israel." The Arabs of Palestine did not accept country is something they have gr.:iwn accus-
The three ·students arc part of a nation· the divi~ion and war quickly ensued, with tomed to, but it has not changed the way they 
wide. non-profit organization composed of the Jews of Israel victorious. Afterward, the live their lives. . 
well-educ:ited Israeli students, between the Palestinians still refused to recognize Israel .Turjcman, 25, a political science major 
ages of21 and 2i and fluent in English, who or make peace with it, leading to several sub- who ~ervcd two and a halfyc:us as an i~tel• 
have completed their, 1,, -, sequent wars; including · ligencc ·officer in' Lebanon, said he usually 
military service and arc ------------ the current conflict. feels safe in his homeland, despite the bomb• 
seeking to educ:itc mis· , , I'm here to al/ow people The dispute has ings, although he admit~ he sometimes feels 
informed groups about 1.-, nd th labels nd h I become increasingly apprehensive:. . 
unknown aspects of the to go =JO e a e P . more violent in recent "You sec what's going on around you, but 
Israeli way oflifc. them get some new ideas about years, • with Yasser what can you do?9 Turjcman said. •You have 
The: organization, our country. Beyond the stereotypes Arafat's ascent to the a greater chance of being in a car ac::idc:nt 
called Israel at Heart, leadership role of the , than you do of being a victim of terror 
sends students in groups and the political triews there are Palestine: Liberation attacks. That fear is what terrorists want, and 
of three to various states people there basically lfoing Organization result· you don't want to give them that pleasure: 
and uni\'crs111c:s to ing in sc:\·cral suicide: Although his country is involveJ in a 
com·cy the signific:incc: their Iii-es. It's not just what )'Ott bombings, including \'iolent conflict, Turjcman said he docs not 
of Israel being the only see on CNN." a 2002 attack on the think his homc:land is that much different 
free dc:inocratic society -sh.ahir Shilr P.uk Hord.in Ncth:inya from the United States. 
in the Middle East. lsraer. student that killed 27 civilians "\Ve arc actually a lot like Americ:i, we 
In addition to ------------ who were celebrating have the same music, dP.nk the same-beer, 
discussing their \":arious . Passover. and we watch the sam-: T.V.," Turjcman 
upbringings and experiences, the students David, 24, a graduate student studying said. 
also answcr<'d questions concerning their political science and mass communication, Shair, 26, a political science major 
nation"s conflict with Palestine, inaccurate said it is an emotional and religious conflict scheduled to graduate in May, said many 
media co\'cragc and the war in Iraq. and peace between the two·nations is not Americans do not realize: Israc:li students 
For the: last 45 years, Israc:l has been likc:ly to happen ·soon. , begin studying English in the first grade 
inmh·cd in a dispute with Palestine o\'er a "I know it's very sad to say, but the basic and many arc bilingual. Another tittle: 
)948 United Nations ruling that partitioned fact is the Palestinians don't want Jews in known fact Shair noted was that the Intc:rni:t 
·the land now known as Palestine into Arab their country," David said. is available in nearly all schools and libraries, 
and Jewish llatcs with U.S. support. l:or the Israeli students, fighting _in their along with many homes. 
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Turjcman said that Israel is also a great 
deal more lil:icralized and open to women 
than many foreigners may ializc. 
"We have women in our Congress, and 
"they have the righr ro vote, but for some rca• 
son people seem to think they all arc walking 
around wearing veils," Turjeman said. 
David said Israeli women like hcrsc:lf arc 
:ilso very much im·olvcd in her country's 
military operations. 
"All the women in our country arc 
im·olved in"thc military in some way,• David 
said. "Some :ire c:\·cn in very high-r.inking 
positions. Of course there arc those th:i.t 
don't join bcc:iusc of religious reasons, but 
they perform other duties such :ts tc:iching 
and social work: 
In addition to the many aspects of Israeli 
life that often go unreported, the students 
also said there arc several stigmas attached 
to their country th:it are unfounded. 
Sh:iir said his main reason for participat· 
ing in the project was to help put an end to 
some of the misconceptions :i.bout lsrac:l that 
have been presented in the mc:di:i. 
"I'm here to allow people to go beyond 
the labels and help them get some n~w ideas 
about our country," Shair s:iid. •Beyond the 
stereot}·pcs :ind the political views there arc 
. . See PER~P~!=flV~~ p~ge_ 13 
OPEN MON • SAT 
8AMT06PM I ,.,,... • .,_ .... _,_._ II ........... __ · I 
L ""'--•..,~- .JL ""'--•-•- J 
;i; .. -,,, .. -i'la ...... "'., ••••• ,. 
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Former SIU C professor fights -to stop Worldwid~ P<:>Vo 
particular areas. to . immunize child~en. 
Another important aspect of immuniz:ation 
is ·setting up national immunization dates in 
countries, Lacey said. 
Ella Lacey shares her 
experiences 
at the Faculty Club 
Burke Wasson 
Daily Egyptian 
than 5 years _old were immunized in t\~o 
days. 
Her crntinued dedication resulted in a 
membership in Stop the .Transmission of 
Polio (STOP) in 1000. The group consists of 
40 people cho~en worldwide by the Centers 
for Disease Control. 
Lacey said the: effort for worldwide er"di-
cation of polio has been extremely successful. 
Many people: choose to do volunteer work She said that polio cases have been reduced 
after they retire, but few of tho•e people do by 99 percent, but th.it figure is not good 
so with as much dedication as form•r SIUC enough. 
profe~sor Ella Lacey. . "The only problem is with something likt' 
Since: 1995, Lacey has devoted her life · polio, 99 percent is not good enough," Lacey 
to working for the worldwide eradication said to the audience. "\Vith most things, 99 
of polio. percent is doing pretty well, but polio reduc-. 
. The sur\'eillance effort of acute flaccid 
jmalysi~ is complicated, Lacey said. This is 
looking for any sudden onset of paralysis in 
a child under 15 ycus of:ige ~.nd its possible 
causes. T!1is method provides an. index of 
how or.;anizations can recognize polio. Even 
if a child with sudden paralysis tcsL negative. 
for polio, if :1 child is still paralyzed after 60 
days, that case is put in a 1100I oflikcly polio 
cases. 
She spoke Jt the Faculty Club Tuesday tion has got to be 100 pcrccn,t. The presence 
. night about those efforts. . of one case usually represents that there arc 
Her lecture:, "World Wid:: Polio really 200 hidden cases in one area." 
The certification method consists of 
conducting interviews and record reviews in 
areas where th:rc has been no reported polio 
cases for at lc~st a year. Lacey said these 
·areas arc then put under a 3-ycar surveil-
lance pool •. Eradication Program: The Final Stages,~ Lacey said that worldwide polio cases 
was presented by the American Association have decreased 0\'er time. She said in 1988, 
of Unh·ersity Women. · . · there wc,e 350,000 worldwide polio cases 
Lacey, an SIUC professor emeritus, taught in 125. count•ies. By 20()2, th:it figure was 
"If not only that country is cleared, but all 
countries in that region ha\·c been cleared, 
we certify that region :,s clear of polio," 
Lacey said. ' 
A,..Atit0A WHITLOCK • 0At.lLV EG,PTI.&~ 
Ella Lacey speaks on Tuesday evening 
at the Faculty Club about her experi-
ences while working to eradicate polio. 
The American Association of University 
Women hosted the event. Lacey has 
been a member of the Peace Corps since 
1996, and is a retired SIUCprofessor of 
behavioral and social sciences. 
at the Uni\·ersity for 22 years and retired in fewer th:in 500 cases worldwide. . 
December 1995 as associate professor• of But, Lacey said a recent flare-up in India · 
behavioral and soc;al science. has pushed the amount of worldwide: polio 
Lacey joined the Peace Corps after her cases up to 2,000 in that country alone. 
retirement and has worked to stop the spread She said India probably represents about 
of polio in 1\1:ilawi, North India, Ghana and SO percent.of all cases of polio. 
Egypt since 1996. In order to combat this problem, Lacey 
Lacey said perhaps the most rewarding 
and surprising aspect of her volunteer work 
in ·polio eradication is the: reaction of foreign 
people to her presence. She said that once 
they realize that people in other. countries 
care, they arc: more motivated. 
"If you've gone all the: w:iy to the other 
end of the world like I have, then people arc 
willing to push that extra mile:," Lacey said. 
"I'm just glad to be a part ofit.• 
During that year, she: led a campaign said organizations need to employ three 
that resulted in the immunization of 87,000 ~trategies - immuniZ,1tion, surveillance and 
children in .Malawi in only.a few Jays. certification. 
She has also spearheaded an effort in She said the: immunization strategr 
India 1., set up J,000 booths for immuniza- includes routine and mop-up immuniza-
tion. tions. 
As a result, 750,000 ·children younger l\lop-up efforts consist of focusing on 
Rtporttr Burl:t Hauan can ht rta,hrd at 
bwasson@dail)'l:gyptian.com 
USG presidential candidates face the issues 
Debate adresses USG 
funding, Human 
Relations··Commission 
Valerie N. Donnals 
Daily Egyptian 
Can,lid.itcs running for UndcrgraduJte Student 
Go\'cmment debated student issues Tuc:,diy in the 
Student Center and discussed their pbns for their 
adrninistrltion, if they should be elected during 
m:.~t Tu=by's elections. 
The candidates, Neal Young of the Freedom 
P.111y, and P.iul R.iy of the Renewal party debated 
the bot course of action for USG ne." year on sev-
er.ii i.<sues, induJing the current funding guidelines, 
tuition hikes, and dh"Crsity on campus. 
The third candidate, l\lichacl Ri\'l:rs of the 
Students Unite: Nmv party, was unable to attend 
due tl> a prior engl!,'Ctllcnt. 
R.iy, a sophomore in political science, said he 
thinks tlut there arc nujor problems with the 
c:mmt USG funding pro..-css, and, if ciccted, he 
would like co do a complete m1:rhaul of the current 
pro..-css. 
He said tl)(J many Registered Student 
O11,".lniutions arc nor rccci\'ing the funding they 
need to opcr.ite, and he would like to crc·.m: an 
i•,<lq,cndcnr bo.u-d outside of USG to allocate the 
funds. 
The bo.u-d would ~ up time for USG to 
.lddress studmt run,.-crns. 
Young, a junior in social srudies, disagrttd with 
R.iy. s.,~ing th.it under the current system, USG !us 
ix'ffl able to allocate more money to more RSOs 
than C\'a' before. hour of their time: discussing the issue is well worth 
The old system, :iccording to Young, operated by it when almost"lOO students arc risking their li\,:s , 
special interest funding, giving a fC\v large organiza- 0\'l:rsccs. 
tions the nujority of the money. · "'iou need to remember that USG is not a 
He said there is still f!)Om for imprm'l:ment, and nuchine; Young said. '1ne issues of our stale and 
he is currently working with SC'l'l:r.11 organizations our nation arc O'Jr issues, too," 
10 shape the guiddines to better accommodate the Young said other goals of his party include 
groups. impro\'ing the:· USG in\'Ol,cmcnt in the nc\V city 
Each etndidate differed in how they addressed council and pushing for the Human Relations 
concerns. Young admcatcd USG inmh"Cmc:nr in Commission to ensure fair treatment of students. 
stale and nationa; issues, where Ra\' concentrated He also wants to try to solve off-campus 
more on campus and local concerns.· housing issues, and continue working with the 
\ Vhcn di<eussing tuition hikes. Young stressed administration and the: state to imprm1: conditions 
the impcrtancc: of lobh)ing, writing letters and and relationships on camr,us. 
going to Springfield and talking to state rcprcscnta- Ray said he would like to nuke USG more 
ti\i:s. rcsponsh-c to students, form a student-tenant union 
He said the di\'Cl'Sity and the quality of the to identify landlonls who arc honest and nuintain 
faculty and the: srudent boJy on campus is a key to their premises, and create a meaningful HRC that 
a quality education. will be cfTcctin: for the students. 
"To ensure qwlity faculty, \\'I: need to be able to The two-hour debate also included discussion 
pay them with qu.ility money; Young said. between the ,ice: presidential candidates, T cquia 
Whilc:Raysaidlobb)ingisagoodidc:.1,hemain- Hicks of the Freedom Party and Ray Gilmer of 
taincd the kcv to the hikes is here in C.1rbondale. · the RenC\\':ll P.1rty, and the candidates for student 
He said c~mmunication between the chancellor trustees, Ed Ford and Bill Archer. 
and tll!: student boJy is cs;cnrial to keeping the Each candidate fielded questions from the 
administration rcsponsr.-c to the students. 20 people in attendance. Tncir questions \\'l:fC 
"It is important to have qwlity professors in answered on the backgrounds and _qualifications 
those clJSSrooms C\'Cf)' day, all day long," R:iy said. of the candidates, their platforms, di\'Cl'Sity on 
In the lcgisbtion passed by USG, such as the campus, :ind SC'l'Cral others. 
dissent of the \\':lr in Iraq, Ray also said the senate The election will be held 1i1csday and 
should prioritize .and conttntrate more on local \Vedncsday from 8 a.m. lo 6 p.m. at six location~ • 
issues, since: the students should come first. around campus, Lentz, T ruc:blood and Grinnell 
"\Ve should use our \'Oia: where it is the stron- halls, the Student Center, l\Icrris Librar\' and 
gcst and start with the sr-..ulcnts who \\'C arc here to Lawson. · · • · . · 
rcprcscnt," Ray 5'\.:C. ' 
Young disagrcc:J, saying he did not consider 
the 9.i students cu=ntly fighting in the \\':lr ro be 
outside the scope of USG. He: ~id spending and 
Rtporttr V11krit N. Do~nals 
,an ht rt11clxd al 
vdonnals@dailyegyptian.com 
El~ction re--examination to take place next ·week 
Sara Hooker 
Daily Egyptian 
tee· will recom·cnc Monday and will most Precincts being examined arc: 8, Chu~h 
likely meet \Vednc:sday to commence: with the of Christ, 1805 \V. Sycamore: St. (Flanag-an 
.review. 81, Cole 131); 16, Grace United l\lcthodist 
a Jccpc-r inspection of the April 1 ma)'Oral "They will :announce when ir \~ill be held Chur~h, 220. N. Tower Rd (68 - 146); 19, 
election results will likc!y not take place until :it my office; Reinhardt s:iid. "At this point, it Lalccl:ind Baptist Church, 719 S. Giant. City· 
the b-eginrjng of next week, J:ickson County looks as ifit will be as soon as it can be done." Road (37 - 49); 23, Grinnell H~II (53 - 93); 
Clerk and Recorder Lar.tJ~Rcinhardt said Rc:i~hardc said the process, which requires 25, Lcnt~,Hall (38 - 63); and 28, Senior 
Tu~,·. ~-~,· at least !hree d?,)'S prior notice to the opposing Citizens H_i~Rise, 1425 Old \\'est l\l:iin ,St.;:-
. · Rei;!iardt wd che :is~is' requested for party, began \Vith Flanagan petitioning the (~S - 1 ~~).:~i:; ~ 
m:iew were "pretty well sr:i.nd:ird." Among county court. The mayo_r, who is ::ilso chairman . . Reinhuar uid there is no war of knowing 
them arc a hand count of the ballots, a rec.umi- of the canvassing committee, is then notified, how long the process will take. 
n.ition of the: applications :ind :absentee ballots · who in turn gathers the canv:issing committee . "I really _don't know. It just depends on how 
and a look :it the list of judges. and notifies other interested parties.. long it will t;ike to their utisfaetion," Reinhardt 
Councilwoman l\faggic Fbnagan petitioned The. c-~,ivassing committee is made up of said. "It ;nl.g~t just take a couple of hours, it 
Tuesday to review the rcs!11ts. of six precinct~ .. l\layor Neil J?!J.!a.r~!. C~y Clerk J~net V:iug~~ . co""ld ta~~~~?uple of days or anywhere in .i 
after her 21-\'0te loss to Councilman Brad Cole and the · lon_ge~t. serving council _member. . between.•-,,.., 
in one: of the closest ma1'Dr:u~ections in recent Because: •: the ;~longest-serving member is ·: :· ~~••-•.. . -:.:~, •.• ; 
C:ar~ndale history. ·.' :-:;. · Flanagan, the· e9mmittce .will defer to Mike: ; "R~po'rf;p.-'S:tra 1/ool:tr ,an ht rr11clxd a(··::·' 
Reinhardt s:iid the canvassing commit- Neill. · · · . 'sh00ker@dailJ,'l:g)1'tian.com • . 
-jjijj §iii?) :j iJ j 3 4--W-
Blood drive to go 
on next week 
There will be blood drives from 11: 
30 am. to 3:30 pm. on Tuesday, April IS 
and Wednesday, April 16 at the Student 
Center. 
To meet patients' nleds, the Red 
Cross refies on 25,000 donations daily. 
In the Missouri-Illinois region, 1,200 
donations of whole blood are needed 
every day. 
Blood pLltele'. donors can call HIOO-
CIVE-UFE to schedule an appointment 
To be efigible to give blood or pLltelets, 
donors must be at least 16 years old 
with a signed Red Cross parenlal con• 
:d1 i:~ ~\!~~rfi°h;j~ 01.~t:i: 
of the donation. 
SIWADE to perform 
Friday . 
There will be a cultural show and art 
exhibition from S to 9 pm. Friday in the 
Student Center's Ciallery Lounge. SIWAOE 
rt1:i!11f;:;~ruD~ ~i~t;!J:t,r:!.6.J:~ 




to· be Sunday 
There will be a "You can Paddle Days" 
canoe and kayak demonstration from 
noon lo 4 p.m. Sunday al the Marina 
on Dmls Kitchen lake, 1625 Tacoma 
Lake Road in carbondale. Manufacturers 
Represenlalives and Pacllite Outdoor 
~ia~r:!:/~~bg o~~ ~~~ 
Approxima!elv 2S boats from Mad River 
canoe, Wilderness S~ems ~aks and 
Wave Sport Kayaks \VIII be available lo try 
oul For more 1nfonnation, can 3S H3S85 
or e-mail pa~te@peoplepc.com. · 
AII-U-:-Cail-Eat .. 
pancake breakfast 
Murp~ro Kiwanis.WI~~ their· 
4t51 Annual AII-U•C..n•Eat Pancake 
Breakfast from 6:30 a.m. to 11:30 am. 
at the Murphyworo Middle School, 2125 
!~~~e~ ~~:~~ili! ~e 5;.i~ . 
. advance or SS at . the door. Children 
r;:;f:a:';:~\~~;~~d~ =~ 
conlacting Angelo at 687-2345 or by con-
tacting ail'( Kiwanis member, Proceeds 
Will go to supporting the Murphv-,boro 
High School Honors Banquet and other 
lommunity scNice proje--,;. . 
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F culty nate 
overnor's · bu 
S I Clean-up day Offers ppos 
get··cuts 
Members conce1:'ned Regardless of how much money may Higher Education. 
be slashed from the university's bud- •To · tell the truth, the lBHE 
get, administrators have said· lay~ffs coes not know much more than we 
· and few summer cour,;e options could do," he said. ·cuts would harm 
· education quality be a likely result of budget cuts. Aithough univer~itics say reduced 
\.Vritten with a concern that · courses m~y be una\"Oidablc; Karnes 
· drastic reductions would harm said state officials doesn't want 
SIUC, the resolution· says the cuts education to suffer from cutbacks, 
would •severely compromise the which· makes budget planning a 
multiple missions of higher educa- difficult challenge. 
Ben Botkin 
Daily Egyptian 
A sense of anticipation about tion in Illinois, including research, ·They don't want us to spend 
today's budget address was apparent instruction and service to the state." the money, but they don't want us 
·.11 Tuesrhy's Faculty Senate meeting, Furthermore, the resolution says the to cut things that affect students,"· 
where members voiced their concerns budget proposals do not take into he ~aid. 
about SJUC's financial future and account the feedback from unh•ersi- - LutJuly, V'lendler asked depart- · 
passed a resolution opposing the tics. rncnt heads to identify 5 percent 
governor's proposed cuts for unh·ersi- · Before the vote, James Allen, a short-_term cuts and 10 percent 
ties. _Faculty Senate member; gave the long-term cuts. The proposed plans 
\Vith Gov. Rod Blagojevich's two purposes for supporting the ·are still being reviewed by a budget 
budget address taking place today, resolution: to show concern about the task force of 21 members through-
the. Faculty Senate used part of _its possible cuts and get the University out the University. . 
meeting Tuesday to make a statement community. involved in informing John Dunn, provost and vice 
against cuts that would sl:ish funding legisl:itors about their worries. Allen chancellor, said the task force has 
from higher education. Blagojevich said the contact between lawmakers formulated about 55 recommenda-
has requested that universities set . lf:-1 those invoh·ed with -the univer- . tions. Members will continue to 
aside 8 percent of their budgets for ~!IJ needs to improve before decisions meet as often :is necessary, Dunn 
the remaining fiscal year in reserve. are made. said. He plans to hand the full set of 
This is in anticipation of pos- ~They're lucky even to get e-mails recommend.1tions to the chancellor 
siblc cuts for this yc~r, which would from us," he said. MWh:itare we going between mid and late May. 
amount to S18.2 million for the SIU . to do? Sit around and wait for ir?" 
system if the full 8 percent is trimmed Chancellor \.Vatter \Vendler s:iid 
from the remaining year's budget. he will have a clearer picture of the 
But the message from Springfield budget situation after the gm·ernor's 
hasn't yet gi,·en a clear figure speech ~oday. But the specifics may 
publicly, causing many to speculate not be known until Thursday or 
3bout how cuts would affect SIUC Friday, he said. 
and other universities. Although. SIUC faculty aren't 
State sources have indicated sure of the university's fin:mcial 
that the cut could likel1• be only 2.9 future, thev aren't alone, said Allan 
percent, which would trim about Karnes, th~ senate member who stays 
S6.7 million from SIU's budget. in contact with the Illinois Board of 
&pmrr Bm Botkin 
ran be readied at 
bbotkin@dailycgyptian.com 
The gomnor's budget addres.1 uill bt 
aired li,-e at noon today on WSIU Radio 
91.9 and WSIU, fV. WSJU.JV uill 




to volunteer ·help 
16th annual spring 




MCiean up, clean up, every· 
body clean up.~ It is a familiar 
song to many, and is fitting 
for the 16th Annual Spring 
Clean Up and Recj·cling Day 
on April 12 from Sa.m to 12: 
30p.m. at T urlcy Park. 
Keep Carbondale Beautiful, 
a non-profit organization, with 
support from the Carbondale 
Park District and the City 
of Carl:iondale will sponsor 
the e\-ent and provide live 
entertainment and snacks for 
participants. 
MThis is a part of the Great 
American cleanup," said 
Kris Schachel, the executive 
director of Keep Carbondale 
Beautiful. "It is to get people to 
realize that litter is a problem 
and hopefully get them to do 
something about it." 
Along with the promotion 
of keeping the city clean is an 
emphasis on recycling. In an 
effo~t to encourage recycling, 
a contest is being sponsored 
to sec which individu::l or 
group cm _collect the most 
recyclables. 
There will he four categories 
and within each, 1st, 2ndand 
3rd will be awarded a prize. 
People wanting to enter the 
contest can enter ind_ividually, 
or in small, medium or large 
groups. 
Also, the first 250 people 
to sign in will rrceive a T-shirt 
made from recycled cotton. 
"Collecting liter is. impor-
tant, but getting volunteers 
to help· and make them feel 
like they made an important 
contribution to the neighbor-
hood and their lives is more 
important," Schachel said. 
Last year, the day ended 
with. more than 4,470 pounds 
of. litter collected and 1,821 
pounds of that was recyclable. 
This year it is hoped to top the 
previous numbers by cleaning 
the entire city of Carbondale. 
For the end of the event, the 
band Clean Ray will perform 
for entertainment. 
"Hopefully we can make 
this a fun event as well as 
something beneficial around 
town," Schachel said. 
Rrp,,rtrr Samantha Rcbinwn 
am be rearhed at 
srobinson@dailyCfil'Ptian.com 
For mote infonnation about 
t'l)hmterring contact Kru Schacel 
at549-4148 






12 oz. box-Freaky Fruits, 
· 13.75 oz. box-Cocoa Crunchies, 
14 oi box-Hooey & Nut Toast£d Oats, 
15 oz. box-App;e or Fruit Rings or 
20 oz. box-frosted Flakes 
E 
Sparkle 
m ,_s __ -~ 
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11-15.25 oz. cim-S&lected varieties-
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TUCSON, Ariz. (U-wire) -A 
recent string of in-your-face protests on c:im-
pus has left a sour taste in \Tlany mouths. A 
minority group of radical protesters has co-
opted the anti~war movement, and now daily 
interferences \\ith st.ident life in the form of 
disruptive ci~I diso~edicnce. 
They jeer at passers-by from street comers, 
waving obnoxious signs such as •\Var. Peace: 
F .. •ing: Virginity" and •Who would Jesus 
bomb?"They pre,·enr students, pro-war and 
anti-war alike, from peacefully enjoying even 
the most routine acti\ities - such.as eating 
lunch ~ \\ithout !ming to step around fake-
blood-soaked bodies on the floor of the food 
court of the Student Union Memorial Center. 
It goes \\ithout saying that these st-Jdents 
have the right to protest in whate,·er form they 
choose, so long as it doesn't pose a threat to 
anyone else. However, these protesters would 
be well advised to stop asking, •can we?" and 
start asking •Should we?" 
Those who staunchly support the war, e,•en 
those who are on the fence, are hardly likely to 
be swayed by arguments that resort to name-
calling and baseless accusations. Those who are 
against the war find themselves apologizing for. 
the childish, disrespectful beha~or of their self-
appointed c:impus representatives and explain-
ing that they don't really believe e,·eryone who 
supports the war effort is -a fascist." 
These protesters arc not only interfering 
with campus activities; they .ue se,·ercly mis-
representing the silent majority of anti-war 
students who Jo not demonstrate their dissent 
with :tq,'tlments based in h;,crcd, 
Don't allow rather than logic. 
legitimate concems 
· · for the course and 
validity of the war to 
be reduced to 
Tho~ who do not support the 
,•.-ar but do not agree with the 
tactic. of these •peace" demonstra-
tors should find ,isible, pro<luctive 
ways of making their beliefs known 
before the anti-war movement 
sloganzied, tnvialized loses all ofits legitimacy. Circulate 
attacks. petitions. Encourage people to 
contact their congressional rep-
resentatives. Hand out infonnation on argu-
ments against the war. Set up a booth on th:: 
Mall where people may come to respectfully 
debate the merits of the conflict. \Vhatcver 
you do, don't allow legitimate concerns for the 
course and validity of the war to be reduced 
to sloganizetl, tri~alized attacks. Everyone on 
c:impus, regardless of personal ~ews of the \V-Jr, 
should demand better. 
These views do not nmssarily rrjlttt thou.of the 
D&LY EGYP11AN. 
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Editori nett: This is the smmd part aJ a twfJ-day ro(• 
umn. 
After you have read :md digested the first part of 
this complaint it is only risht that 1 share my justifi-
c-.ition. I hm: forwarded this same complaint, as well 
as, two recommendations to 16 different individuals 
in the Uni\·ersity campus. The :idininistration docs 
.not realize that I :im serious :ind the usual rur. around 
will not work. This issue must be addfCSSC(!! 
Justification: fa-en though the Undergraduate 
Student Government is well within its guidelines tq 
remm-e me from the rommittee.then: is no justifica-
tion. llefon: I attempt to gu any further let me make 
cl1:ar that through this complaint I am not tl'}ing 
to be placed back o~ the committee. I arn trying to 
change the policy of this commiuee'• structure. In the 
rest of this letter you must begin· to ask you=lf ~vhat 
is the point of this committee. Before m;, rcmm-a:. 
from the committee the student government \"Oted on 
a n:solution in support of the History Departments 
proposal. I do bcliC\·e th:it members of the ·<:nate did 
not review nor n:nder ,'Crdicts on any oilier of the 46 
propo1als the committee receh'Cd and did not read 
this proposal. If die uni\'Crsity establish_cd a group of 
individuals, to be appointed from different regions of 
campus, to sit on a committee of fiscal matters should 
we not respect their decision? What is the point of 
_having this ::ommitte~ on campus if the students on 
the committee arc TOLD th:lt they ha\-c to vote a 
certain way? What is the point of shared govcrn:.nce . 
if one part of ihe committee is being forced to O\'Cr· 
ride the otlier half of the committee? Shared go,·er-
nan,e is about !eadership, compromise, anJ mJking 
jmpcccable decisions that not only effect individuals 
today but in futun: y-:-Jrs. If I may guesstimate for a 
just moment, a~d correct me if I am wrong, I do not 
believe that this is what the Board ofTrustees had 
in mind ,vith the crca,lvn of this surcharge. I believe 
that they had in mind' :1 group of four students and 
three faculty members working together to bring 
some of the most up-to-date and high end technol-
ogy to the Carbondale campus. 
The Unh'Cf'Sity places it faith in the hands of die 
• three faculty members \\1th the belief that those mem-
bers \\ill \'Ole \,ith the inttrest of srudeni:. and uni,'Cr· 
sity rcgul.itions in mind. The questiori .. that arises now 
is why docs the und,:rgraduate student gm'Cmmcnt , 
place its members on this committee? In mycxpcri-'. 
ence it is to m'Crride the Uni=ity and to enter this 
race without compassion. So, my original question is 
=isited: What is the point of this committee? Is ~is 
committee an extension of the Student Activity Fund 
handed out by the undergraduate student gm'Crnment? 
Or, is this a rommittee of SC\'r:'n.indhidua!s, who arc · 
appointed ,vith trust, to evaluate the proposals 'submit-
ted and distribute the surcharge according to wh.it the 
Boards resolution call for. You be_ the judge. 
. " 
Tlxu vir.us da not nrmsarily rtjl«t thcv aft« D,flLY 
EG)'PTUN. 
. ~ ,·The world is a great ~:rror. It refl_ects back to _you what yo~ are., .. ~ 
· W o R D s O v ER H E.A R 'i-, 
~ ,we· just necq clos.urc on thisdection., '; 
· Thom~, Drier • 
, M.ta;le Flana,an· 
.. · , . . . c.andidate for mayor 
:-n the rec.;_~;'; of votes fr~m ihe April I elPCtion . 
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COLUMNISTS 
Meet the parents ·Everyon~ needs to 
take affirmative action 
Th:re ru:!= many points in a young 
· woman's life when she ~vorries about 
her image. The college scene, the bar 
scene, the job scene ••• I've managed 
to get through these \irtually unshak-
en, and still have a pretty good sense 
of myself. And even after all of this, l . 
still like Grace Priddj, Maybe I'm not 
the Ayatollah of ro.:k-and-roll-a, but 
as far as students/drunks/employees 
go, I'm holding up pretty well. 
But there's other. little things 
thrown in that we don't remember 
10 watch for, let alone p~parc for. 
Your grades arc going OK, you've 
found someone who .,\ill put up ,~th 
your terminal hat-hair and Star Wars 
license plates, and skies arc sunny. 
U'llil on·e day, wher you realize the 
next step lies before ~-ou, and it's a 
little scarj•. You get to meet the two 






BY GRACE PRIDDY 
vulcanlogic810ho1maiLcom 
practice, so l'm stuck on this whole· 
how-do-I-act dilemma. All I can really 
remember are these little rules l've 
picked up along the way. :Moms like 
it when )"OU clean )-Our dinner plate. 
Dads like girls with solid handshakes. 
Don't burp in front of Grandma or 
kick the family dog. That's about it. ' 
So I'll have to play it by car. l feel 
like l'm in a lousy Ben Stiller movie. 
I'm not really sure wh;it they know . 
about me, so how exactly do l intro-
The Supreme Court is in the process of 
deciding the University of Michigan aff1r-
mative action case. Affirmatn"e action is 
contro\'ersial. It raises issues that people arc 
passionate about such as race, privilege, :ind 
historical racism. The ph--otal issue is how 
American society,~ ad_dress institutional 
ingrained racism, and mere importantly how 
we deal ,~th the effects of racism on minori-
ties. Additionally, how we rorm:t wrongs 
,~thout disaiminating against an!)ther person 
or group. 
There is :i deep fear among many who 
· .. support alprmativc action that ,~thout it the . 
United States could return to dcfacto segre-
gation in education similar to the prob!~ 
.seen in rental·housing, which is notorious for 
· practicing cliscrirnination against minorities. lt 
is crucial that universities have dn'Ct'Sity. lt is 
Having 
mySay 
BY LENIE ADoLPHSON 
, . lenieadolphson@yahoo.co;,, 
stated, •tum off the TV and open a book.~ 
Excellence in academics must be as important 
as excellence in 5JX>rts and music. 
I'm not saying 
I'm riding the roller. 
coaster solo, either. 
I sort of sprang my 
family on him out 
of the blue. We pull 
up to Godfathers' 
Pizza last week, and 
1 say, ~HC}; what do 
vou know - there's 
Maybe they'll take to 
a girl who keeps light 
sabers in her truck 
and looks like 
Janet from 
'Three's Company.' 
duce myself? "Hi, 
,lice to meet }-OU. · 
I'm a columnist at 
the paper. l ha\"e a 
pupp); a ChC\'}i and 
a size 9 shoe. 1'11 be 
eating dinner at }-OUr 
house tonight ft Kind 
of!ca,-cs something 
to be desired, I guess, 
. important to ha,-e different \"Dices and c:xperi-
cnccs. I would suggcs. that recruitment of 
successful minority students who arc capable 
of meeting all requirements to attend a top-
most college i~ a magnificent way to achiC\-e 
this important goal of divcr;ity similar to the 
manner that football and baseball high school 
players arc recruited. . 
Many ha\-e stated that if minorities could 
pass college exams affirmati,-e action would 
not be necessary. There are nr..ny problems 
,~th this assessment The first problem is that 
many predominatdy inner city schools arc 
infested ,,ith problems such as inadequate 
funding, overcrowded classrooms, teachers 
who are pseudo social workers, and chil-
Essentially, scholastic achievement in the 
minority community should not be the excep-
tion to the :ulc. The barriers and obstacles to 
academic success must ~ removed through 
community outreach, after school programs, 
total parental involvement and teachers who 
ca.re and demand cxcellence from all students. 
Unfortunately, in spme circles there is still the 
racist perception that Hispatiic and African 
American students cannot compete because 
of genetic inferiority. Despite the fact that 
this theory has been debunked, the critics 
of affinnative action ha,·e often made veiled 
comments that ~t this is the reason for 
afiinn:itn-e :iction. ltis my qpinion thanhis 
racist belief makes it even more necess:uy that 
minority students perform. ~y parcn~• Honda." All of a sudden, 
he looks grct:n. Granted, it's not some-
thing l'm proud 0£ And I can't imag-
ine it was :my t':lsier on him, to be sur-
rounded by fi,·e identical Priddy faces 
looking expectantly instead of one. But 
1 think he was actually spared by the 
surprise. He didn't have to go through 
this a,\ful waiting period inste:id. 
Throughout my life, I've consid-
ered myself pretty gooq \\~th parents. 
I could be cute and channing and 
down-to-earth. The waitress part of 
me could kind of feel out e,·el}'lhing. 
and all was well. Bnt several years have 
passed since then, so a lot has changed. 
And l won't be wearing a prom dress, 
either, so the "Hi, nice to meet you, 
h:1\-e a good e\'eningft time constraints 
arc kind of out the window. 
l'm excited, really. I mean, 1'd like 
to meet them. And I think it's finally 
time. It's just that I feel so_ out of 
bur l'm not sure what 
l've left our. Or maybe ]\"e already 
said too much. Maybe they like cats, 
Ford trucks, and girls ,,irh small feet. 
I\-e been there two m1nut~, and I've 
already scre,,-ed up. 
So,] guess until then, 1'11 keep 
re-running this scene in my' mind for 
editing. Ivfaybe it won't be so bad. 
Maybe they'll take to a girl who keeps 
light sabers in her truck and looks like 
Janet fiom "_Three's CompanJ:ftTime 
"ill tell, and until it does, l'll keep 
practicing inserting my foot in my 
mouth. Meanwhile, I'm headed to the 
kitchen. lfl'm going to finish what's 
on my plate, this size 9 could use some 
salt. 
Not Just Another Priddy Fa,e appean 
ll'edne;days. Grau is a smior in archilr.-
t11re. Hu vit'WS do not neunarily rejlea 
those of the D&Ll' EC;1'TUN· 
dren who experience profound po\'erty and 
family dysfunction. It is easy to undc:rstand 
why these children struggle acadcmicall), 
Obviously, if )-OU fail in elementary school 
your high school experience is goipg· to be a 
dismal disappointment and college .is either a 
distant dream or rums into a dmmw:ud spiral 
of catastrophes,. · 
Therefore, the critical issue is how we as 
a countty tty to stop_ the cycle of academic 
collapse. I recommend that borderline sru: 
dents attend community college and.attain 
the skills needed to meet the requirements to 
attend a major university such as Uni\'~rsity of 
Michigan. Corrective programs implemented 
at these community colleges "ill do what the 
public school system failed to accomplish. We 
either can educate or incan:aate our )-Outh. 
Notwithstanding, action needs to be taken 
in minority communities 100. As Spike Lee 
GUEST COLU1'fNIST 
As my grand"llother uscil to sa); "we as 
black people ha,-e to excel since the belief is 
~n: cannot." Personal responsibility is manda-
tory. Specifically, minority students ha,-e to 
step up to the plate and stop making acuses 
for failure. Yes, there is racism, but we can 
achiC\-e. lt is imperatr.-e that minority students 
see the link between academic success and a 
flourishing life. We an: intelligent and bright 
.but \\-C must make education a priority in our 
fu-cs. There is a preoa:upation C\'Cl1 an obses-
sion \\ith inconsequential acti,ities, such as 
watching music ,ideos for hours. There is too 
much time spent "chillinft which int~reted 
mems excessi\-e lounging. 
In closing, C\'Cl')"Dne has to play a role in 
taking afiirmatn'C action for it is nor just the 
gon:mment or society's job, but we as people 
to get up and make it happen for ourselves. 
Having my Say appears H~nMD)-S- Ldvte 
is a junior in history~ Herw.cs do not ne,marily 
refkcl time cf the D.-fllY EGl1'17/4\'. 
For -sec1:1rity. and freedoin to_ prevail 
· . Iraqi dic.tatortnust go · · 
Joe Burtis 
Burtis5@hotmail.com 
Most Americans support President Bush · Le!ring men like Hussein to stay in power The United ·Nations Security Council has 
and the war effort, but what troubles me is · ~ also allmmg the possibility of more death failed us and we do nor need the permission 
there arc still many our there who either don't : and destruction to thousands of people. Just fiom someone else tc do what is right. We 
understand the situation, or just <?P~ Bush think jf ,\-e ,,-ould ha,-e taken Hitler out of ' :m: the United States - the most powerful 
because he is a consen-atn•e. Any many people power when we rcali~ what kind of a man nation: the Earth has. C\-Cr seen'. It is our dl)ty 
beliC\-e he is as stupid as he is portraJ-ed some-· . · he was. We could have s:1\-ed the In-cs of mil- to protect outSel,-cs and the \\-orld from C\il, 
times. lions of people. Have many of you foigottcn n~sted men like Hussein. The fotqi people 
I hate war; I wished C\'Cl')-one could !hi: in 9/l l? l haven't. Why does something bad ha,-e arc helpless and dcsen-e. to ~ liberated. 'They 
I decided to write this column beciuse of 
my beliefin the security of the United States 
:md the world. The people oflraq h:i,-e been 
fuing under the face of :m C\il dictator for 
m:m,· Years. Saddam Hussein has been murder-
ing I~; ~wn people :.!Ild forcing·his dictatorship 
on them. Hussein is an -~·..,;J m:in who is not to 
be trusn:d. His past speaks for itself. An}-one 
with :my intelligence knows that he possesses 
weip.'.lns of mass destruction and would either 
use them pcrsonall}; or sell them to terror-
peace but, unforrunatelj; tlut is not gossible. to happen before some of )-OU think., it is okay arc welcoming Ol!r ho,<jps. These people want · 
· · There nill ah,':lys be people Ii~ Hussein who a bener life, and we c:u1 make that happen for 
threaten the pea1'i:: of the world. We arc at war to use force? But some people still think it is tht:m. Let's support our troops and our prcsi-
ist oq,':llllzations that would use them on the · 
United States or her allii:s. 
to ~top Hussein finm more corruption. For • wrong. Somclimes force is n=t}' to pn:sen-e · dent, nor th~ lingering gPl-Cmment of an evil 
those th.at are agains! the ,\'ar bec:iuse ofloss freedcm, Bush is ll)ing to prcsen-e freedom. .. . . dictator like Hussein . .I :.-upport security and 
of life, consider that mere \\ill be more people With rcg:irds lO weapons. uf mass destr!!ction,. ·. · freedom, not tcrroris111. 
killed by his hand than \\-C could C\·er kill.in Hussein would ha,-e nC\-ei destro)-ed them and 
b:mie. I choose to believe my govemmi:nt, nor : complied \\ith the United Nations. He is a · 
a murderous dictator. · ' complete!}'. unreasorublc anJ dangerous man. 
. • Thtse~--!!do_ mt~• rrjl«t thou of the ·. 
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Just like you, people needing plasma also have dreams. e.-·· 
w?,t 
Donating Plasma is an easy way thousands of • siJS 
students help save lives and earn extra money .. 
0
etttS ,t 
$90 cash in the first 4 donations. Stll 
Earn up to $150/rno. donating plasma regularly. 
DCI Biologicals of Carbondale 
301 W. Main St 529-3241 
"Help Save LiJ,es a11d their Dreams" 
Do you feel the calling to :be part of a 
NEW CHURCH PLANT? 
.Applications are now being taken for Launch Team members to 
start a New Holiness Church in Carbondal.e this Fal.1. 
The Launch Team needs musicians, drama cast~. setup/ 
breakdol>m crew, sma.11 group 1eaders, &: audio/visual technicians. 
We need a11 participants to be called by Christ. :If you feel 
called to participate in this ministry please call (618) 303-0737. 
News 
Carbondale stands tall 
amidst economic chao& 
Unemployment rates 
low; new busiI).ess · 
· opportunities 
Greg Cima & Jackie Keane 
Daily Egyptian 
Despite statewide c:conomic 
turmoil, Carbondale's unemploy-
ment rates remain low :md new w:ir 
contracts have brought an additional 
boost to the region. 
According to the Illinois 
Department ofEmplo)mcnt Security, 
Carbondale's unemployment rates 
decreased from January 2003 to 
February 2003 and remain lower rhan 
rhe state's average at 6.5 percent. 
John A. Linehan, executive 
director of rhe Carbondale- Busine-,5 
Dc\·elopment Corporation, s~. J. 
that while Carbondale has not been 
directly impacted by the same degree 
as other areas in the state, there is no 
question rhat th~ economy is tight 
right now. 
Peny County, suffering from the 
loss of coal mining jobs, saw February 
2003 unemplo}menr r:ues double 
those of Jackson County. · 
Carbondale uncmplo)ment rates 
in Febru:uy 2003 rose to 4 pen:ent, 
up from 3.9 pen:enr during February 
2002. 
Linehan said that economic prob-
lems at the national and ~rate IC\·cls are 
ofren c:irried O\'er to the local lC\-cls as 
well. 
As Illinois struggles ro climb out of 
irs S5 billion budget deficit, la\,mak-
The city expects these new 
restaurants, shops, hotels 
and industries to open soon 
in Carbondale. 
~:t:~1t;t:i 
! McDOitilld's -. : ;.:_~.\•t:;:: ·_;. , 
'u.si s i. and PleasanfHilJ Road. _ 
•.,'• ;~·: .'.,.1-.-, ,- ·\./' 
:QuickStop_i:c~n~-Mart'O:< 
f!~_S 1 anr/ Pl~sim.t H_11/ R'?_<Jf 
:~.b~-a~iJin~::.,:,-;:'\l:• -: ,. 
Route:1:JEaf;t;;:,···.' · 
~r2f i~t1r::: 
Route 13.East ,_t,r/., >:~ .. , 
Pa~~ra Bread Company -
~ocapon uncertain,', - " 
, :ti;iversity~au;··-L, ·: ·; •· 
T~ifr,ew retp!lers /ineduf? (or fall 
{~Jt1:f b~Uci:~,t:~nter'.-: : 
... , 
RANDY WILLIAMS - 0A1LY EGYPTJAN 
crs are riot sure what kind of affect the \Vhile unemp!O)ment r:ites rose 
war will h:n-e. above last year's numbers in three-
Rep. Mike Bost, R-Murphysboro, fourths of the Illinois metro areas, 
said he does nor know what imp.1ct Carbondale srill holds irs position as 
rhe war will ha\-e on southern Illir.ois' the largest job supplier for irs sur-
economy, but said the region has held rounding fo'C counties. 
its ground bc:ner during rhc c:conomic More than 10 new businesses 
slowdown of the past few years. could employ several hundred people 
vln southern Illinois, our busi- in Carbondale within the next vc:ar, 
nesses are holding their own, and Linehan said. • 
that's not nu:essarily the cise around Also, businesses surrounding rhe 
the state," Bost said. Carbondale area have received con-
Bost said other regions in Illinois tracts, causing them to operate longer 
have likdy had harder c:conomic hours and produce more products 
dmmtums because · of the crash of thiln usual because of demands cal!SCd 
<lotcom and technology business, by the war. 
which southern Illinois did not ha\'!: TheBelle1.-illcShoc · 'anufaeturing 
as 1a:ge ofa stake in. He said the war's Company received ddensc contracts 
impact thus far has had a different in March rotaling almost S43 million 
affect rhan the Sept. 11, 2001 terrorisr for boot production for the Anny, Air 
attacks. · Force and Marine Corps. Marion 
"9/11, as a whole, was dC\-astaring factories of Gcner.il Dynamics 
ro the state c:conomy, but rhe war itself Ordnance and Tactical 5)-stems also 
has seen an increase in :icri\ity in recer:ed contr.1crs last mo~th tot:iling 
terms ofinvcsrmcntr; Bosr S.lid. more than S33 million for production 
Acconiing ro Linehan, athe unccr- of25 mm and 30 mm r,ractia: rounds 
taintJ· of war has a way of impacting for the U.S. Anny. 
unemplo}mcnt." Three different types of 25 mm 
Sen. David Luechtefeld, R- rounds will be: produced, with a rota! 
Ok:m'\illc, said he had not no:iced of about 2.1 million rounds for use in · 
any changes in Illinois' economy since practice -it a pria: tag of about Sll.2S 
lxmlcs began in Ir:iq. He said m=ll each. About 960,000, 30-mm rounds 
concans about the w:ir and terrorism \1ill be: produced at about S9.78 cch. 
ha\-e led tn slow downs in spending Pcrsonnd at the Marion plant 
· and dccrc:1sed investments in nC\v refused to comment on the contnct 
businesses, bur he h:is nor notia:rl am- and officuls ar · the Floridl offices 
partiail:&r areas th:it ha~ been helped wc:.c not :r.':libb!c. 
or hurt in =cnt mor.ths. Satra Berl:bigler, c:xx:curi\'e direc-
Luccl,ti,fdd s.iid southern Illinois tor of the Carbond.,.Je Ch.unbcr of 
~ lw-e some emni:,mic diff,cultics · Commao:, s:iid she h.u! not nockd 
beause of competition with sur- :iny imp;,.ct of the war in C.2:bondi.le. 
rounding sr-.i.rcs fur nC\v businesses She s.2id the city is . ;till sccing 
and dcpcr.ccnce on agriculnm: :is a incre:i:sa in re,,cnu.: from S.2!C$ 
large portion ofin.-.ome :md the dif- r.ixcs, despite factors that nu:· miJ...--c 
ficulrics that sc:ror has expcricn=i consumer.. more hc:sit-.mt to m.ik: 
with low prices :ind in.:=sal costs. p.m:!uscs. such :.s the n~tiou.il 
• He said ncirhc- of th= problems cron.'>mv, world a.'nin :in<l the t'C'\~lt 
on be: :r:ic:ed to Sept. 11 or rhc war risk of; f.u:ultptrike at SIUC. 
in Ioq. Linebn expects Culx>nJ.sl,:'s 
Luechtefeld $;).id the prohfcms un=mp!cyrr.c:ru: ra..-cs to impn,,~ vf .it 
in bmling wirh ether swcs for nc-.., lcst: "::iJ stcuiy during the lle.'41 )~.Ir. 
cmploymcir opportunities stems p.·w •J think it is h.mI to allc--t tlut 
fully fioni workm:in"s compen.s.1ri?n number dn=ticilh· when it h .ii 
laws sn surcs ncghhoring I!linr.is. · ' few :l$ it is; Linelurt ~id. 
He s:iid nearby s~ li:ivc bcn-
cf,ci:.I laws tfur bi IIY lowcn:d =n. 






Former SIUC ·studerit~. 
wins thlrd Pulitzer Prize 
Receives honor 
for coverage of 
Colorado fires. 
Jessica Yorama . 
Daily Egyptian 
From images of teenagers social-
izing in the late 1950s to some, of 
the largest wildfires in the country's 
history last ye:ir, the: photography 
i:arecr of former SIUC student Hal 
Stodzle could C'.lsily be described as 
picture-perfect. 
"l fell in (o\'c with photography' 
when I was working on the: yearbook 
in high school; Stoclzlc: said. "The: 
reader i:an't always be there, so it's a 
wxJ way to gh-c them a pcrspccti,-c. 
It's also a great way to meet others 
and elicit an emotion you wouldn't 
necessarily get from \'c:rbal descrip· 
tion.• 
This lo,·c of photogr:iphy has 
taken Stoclzle from the high school 
yearbook to c:ipturi:tg some: of the 
most memorable moments in the 
nation's history. During his 9rccr, 
the Carbondale nath·c has tra\'cled 
to many cities, and seen many awards 
including three Pulitzer Prizes. 
"He's definitely a perfection· 
ist," ~aid Stoclzlc's brother, Bob, 
a Carliondalc resident. "Hc;'s very 
dedicated and he always seems to be 
at the right pbce at the right time." 
'The right pl:ice' for Stodzlc was, inspired by a former professor C. 
first, the 1984 Special Olympics, William Erle. In addition tu the late 
the photo co,-cragc of which earned instructor who Stoelzle said always 
Stoclzle and other members of thr inspired him to do his best work, he: 
Orange County Register the 198S received further experience as a staff 
Puliner Prize. The second time was member of the DAILY EGYPTIAN. 
the 1999 Columbine High School He worked at the EYPTIAN for 
shootings where he was honored as a two years as a photographer and 
member of the photo staff of Rocky said the time spent on the student 
Mountain News and once again dur~ · publii:ation ga,•e him not only daily 
ing the Colorado wildfires last )'Car, experience, but helped him to work 
for which the publication won the under the stress of deadline. 
2002 honor. · After more than 30 years in· 
."The first time was great, we the business of photography, 11. of 
broke out about 200 'bottles of those with the Rocky Mo1mtain• 
champagne because it was the first News, Stoc!zle has certainly gone 
Puliner Prize the Orange County far and beyond mastering.the.art of 
News C\'Cr won; Stoclzle said. "The deadline. He has, in fact, according 
second time was much more subdued to co-workers such as Janet Rccvcs, 
because of the" subject [Columbine:]. c,.~l\'ed his own unique style that 
It was near the first annh-crsary separaic:s him from other individuals 
, when \\'C won, so getting the award in his field. 
wa~ \'cry bittersweet. It was nice we "He has a \'Cry dean manner of 
got to. open the champagne bottles showing what affects people and 
again this time." their li\'CS," said Janet RcC\'CS, the 
Stoclzlc won his most recent director of photography for the 
Puliner with the staff of the Rocky Rocky Mountain Press, who has 
l\lountain News, the team with been working with Stoc!zle for m-cr 
which he won his second Pulitzer. · a dcc:idc:. "Hc's•quick and he nc,.-cr 
But in bctwcc:n liis time as a high . misses anything. He shoots very 
. school )-Carbook photCY6raphcr and simply and yet \"Cry strong!_.. · 
earning . three Puliners, Stoclzlc . He's· on1e of those people: who is 
practiced his trade not only at pub- quiet and . unassuming but brilliant, 
lications in Chicago, California and and brings you great shots day after 
the Na,'Y, but also at SIUC. day." · 
During his SIUC career 
between the: years of 1962 through 
67, · Stoclzlc: studied the area of. 
photography and was puticularly 
&port" ]mica ¼mma 
run hr rra(hrd at 
jyorama@dailyegyptian.c?m 
Rescued P.OW unaware of faffie.· 
Daniel Rubin 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
LANDSTUI-IL, Germany 
(Kirn - Pfc. Jessica Lmch docsn·t 
know that a full schola~hip.to any 
cnllcgc in \Vest \'irgini.1 awaits her 
homecoming. Or thJt her night res• 
,·uc from an Iraqi hospital has made 
her a symbol of Amcric-.in dc:rring-do 
. md the cm-er girl on U.S. magazine . 
r.,ck.s. 
She knows that eight soldier. fnim 
her unit died in the l\ larch 23 ambush 
that left her with gunshot wounds, 
broken bones and a serious spine 
injury. But her family isn't asking or 
tdlini-: her too much. 
·\ Vc're just kind oflctting her take 
her time; her father, Greg Lynth, 
tnld reporters Tuesday at Llndstuhl 
medic:il center in Germany, where her 
family has flown to help her rccm'Ct 
from 10 harrowing da); of etptivil)· •. 
While fi\'c members of the Lynch 
family faced ir:porters, the: 19-ycar• 
old supply clerk from Palestine, \V. 
.. Va., was sitting in her intmsn--c•C':lre - just good ro sec hcrfacc. Tiur .iu; ,.-as -
· room. Just sitting is progress, said in good shape." · . · 
Landstuhl'scommandingofficerCol. "We said, 'Hi baby, how you 
David Rubenstein, who described his doing?' and she said 'fine,"' recalled · · 
most herald.:d patient as "doing \\-ell Jessic:i's father, a 43·)-car-old trucker. 
and in excellent spirits.• "Her spirits were real high and we· 
The night before she nibblecl her were really glad to sec her condition 
first solid meal - the turkey, gravy, beausc \\"C \\"Crc kind of figuring a. 
etrrots and French fries she'd asked lot worse." 
for. Until then, applesauce and fruit Since Jessica Lynch 'sarri'V:11, letters 
juice were all ~he cruJ(d manage. and cards have flooded the hospital •. 
After three operations that tuok People ha,-c sent stuffed teddy bean' 
nearly 12 hours, she is undCf!,,oing and rabbits. A German woman drm-c 
physical and occupational therapy. from Frankfurt to leave a jewelry box 
The person she has probably seen for the wounded soldier. 
more than anyone since arriving Her parents brought a teddy bear 
Friday is a_ psychologist, Army Lt. \\-carir.g a red, white and blue ribbon 
Col. Sally Han-cy, said hospital for Jessica, who joined the Army ro 
spokeswoman Marie Shaw. pay for an education degree so she 
Her parents, brother, sister and could teach kindergarten. She keeps 
cousin arri\'ed Sunday. on a jc:t making one request, one thar could 
donated by the HJ Heinz Co. "I had be realized the end of this \\'CCk,. 
shed a few tears before, but it hit me Shaw said, wh~ · a plane may take -
hard when I walked in that room; her to Walter Reed Army Medical 
said her older brother Greg Jr., 21, an Center in Bethesda, Md •. 
Army pri\'atc first cbss at Fort Bragg, As her father put it:. "She just 
· N.C. "It hir the whole family. It was wants to go home.• · · · · 
Find out how THE NEn'/ORK . 
CRISIS HOTUNE changes 
lives, including your own. 
Earn up to.3. credit hours 
from. JALC or; SIUC .. Train frig 
is April 12th~ahd ·qth.· 
Interested 'volunteers. ca!!: 
for·more.infcfrmation ·ahd ·. 
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Natural Food Market 
April is Sexual Assault Awareness Month 
12 - 1 PM F] Wednesday, April 9 . 
\j It's a Female Thing 
fi Student Center, ~llinois Room 
('i ~=i•::"J~:id~=~ ~~~~f!~:i:'u;::n~b:p 
!,; female in our society! • 
d 
.7-9PM ;.; Thursday,AprillO 
;-; . .'~Wrestling with Manhood:'Y.idco~tatiora ~r: Student Center, Macxinaw Room .. . 
t°; Presenler: terry lilley, T'Je Women's Center 
;.': This pn:scnution ,.,II critically arulyzc and dcc:onstruct 
~,: masculine images as po11nycd by the WWE ~1 (World Wrestling Enti:tUinmcnt). 
,:,, 
.. 7 PM . .Tuesday, April 15 
Li '"Confessions of a Dale Rap isl" Vadco Pracu1&ti011 
- L ' Student Center, Mackinaw Room 
;_J Rape Crisi~ Services 
'
;:_-j ofttie Women's Center 
24-Hour Crisis Hotline 
:..., 529-2324 or 1-800-334-209-1 
Check o·ut our 
exclusive.).( Artists 
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SIU aluinna tells the stories·behind·the·stories 
Embedded joum~list discloses .her experiences 
coveririg the Iraqi war, life on USS Kitty Hawk 
Helmer said. "These sailors have been the 11oisc and the cranial, so you re~lly. 
at sea, with no sight of land, for more have to be. alert;. a difficult job to do, 
than two months. she said, while focusing on gc::,ing a 
"No one knows ,~hen they.'11 get good photo. 
Kristina Hermdoblar 
Daily Egyptian 
· cannot· report on · future operations, back tojapan. There aren't any days James- Kelly, photojournalism 
tactics·or where the troops arc' going. off on a carrier. Some of the sailors professor who had Helmer in class for 
But that does. not mean Helmer and work 18. hours a day, seven . days a both graphic communication and phos · 
the other journalists do not know what week. Few compl_ain, though. This is tojournalism, said· she always sh~,~cd 
is going on. what they do." consistent performance. _____ . 
In fact, Helmer said most of the There are 5,500 troops aboard · "It is -very important· y-;i_u can. 
embedded journalists know the name the USS Kitty Hawk,. which can be depend on them to be there day after 
of the missing.Hornet pilot who was overwhelming to Helmer, considering day getting the story," Kelly s:.id. "She 
Kendra Helmer has been gassed shot down last week, but since it has that is almost the same size as her was always there - always re,.dy for 
twice. .nor officially bce·n released yet, it is hom~town. · whatever came her way."' _ 
Editor's notr: Htlmrr mrmpondtd 
with thr IJAILl" EGYPTLfN through r-mail 
rorly this -u.•ul: from aboard lbe USS Kifly 
Hawk. 
The firsr was when she left a DAILY_ off limits. The 42-year-old ship was forward~ I<elly said he wasn't sure exactly 
EGYJ>Tl,\N Halloween party She said if she were to deployed to Yokosuka, Japan. where sh!: would. end up· whm she 
in a clown costume to catch release his name it would It is 1,065 feet long an~ 273 foet left SJUC, but he did know she was 
a· story on Illinois Ave. b:-a violation of the ground wide. , destined to do great things. · 
where a riot had broken out rule;; and she could- be .. It has two 30-ton anchors and each Helmer left southern Illinois for 
in the late '90s. forced to leave the ship. ofits }inks weights·360 pounds, Tokyo where ·she worked as a copy 
While covering the Helmer. does not believe - The ship processes 2,500 pounds of editor until June of 2002. 
story, she was hit with tear her e~mail is censored, m;iiJ:a day and bakes about 900 k,avcs \Vhile in. Japan, she was sent on 
gas. _ _although she is cor- of bread each day. assignments to Guam, South' Korea, · 
The seco:1d and more responding from a ship's ' "Air of usjoun _•lists ou~ here real- the Phiiippines and Uzbekistan 
recent time, Helmer was in e-mail address, iz.ewehaveitgood,witf. hot meals an.:! where she co\·ered the neighboring 
:i gas chambet training for She said there arc a few a bed to-sleep in," s~e said. "I really Afghanistan during the U.S. strikes 
what could happen during restricted areas where the respect the_ people out in the field, ai:;ainst it. 
her reporting of the conflict ~"-'--..u:.~=ua journalists aboard cannot w~aring flak jackets and helmets, eat- She has traveled around. Australia 
with Iraq. Helmer go without escorts. · ing MREs [Meals Ready to Eat) and ar.d Africa and land-:d a reporter/ 
Helmer, 27, a Du Qyoin Still, she said access on · ~ingwithout all the creature comforts photographer job in 
native and a 1998 graduate of SIUC, the USS Kitty Hawk has been much found· on a ship. They willingly put Naples, Italy that 
is embedded on the USS Kitty Hawk, better than ::,n · other carriers and cer- • chems,;]vc;s in a dangerous situation to brought· her to her 
which is currentlv in the Persian Gulf. tainly other conflicts. , get thi;: story." current position 
Kendra Heimer,.27, a 1998 · 
She is co,:eri~g the war for Stars "For the most part, we've all been , · Helmer has also been known to put reporting from the 
graduate : of SIUC has 
traveled during the course 
and Stripes, a government-funded, happy · with the accesst she said. herself ~ut for a good story or a photo. U~S Kitty Hawk. 
· but editorially independent publication uHere, the PAOs [Public Access Although she said she feds safe at While at SIUC, 
th.It is dimibuted on military bases in Officers] were caught cff guard when her· current location, there is constant Helmer majored 
Asia and Europe. the Tomahawk missile strikes started, danger· on the 4.1 acre flight deck . in journalism and 






Helmer ~aid a call from her editor so we were frustrated by the lack of the· ship, where planes can !eave minored in environ-
took her from Italy, where she ,vas of information. Ar.d this past week from one of its follr·steam-powered mental studies. She 
working at the time, to the Persian has been \"Cl)" frustrating;· the only catapults eve!)' 30 seconds. . began writing for the 
Gulf. . • information given on the missing pilot · · "The' blast from the Tomcats and DAILY EGYPTIAN in 
ul\1y boss called me and asked if is that ther~•s :in ongoing search and_ Hornets taking off can knock you over 1996 as a police . ~-
] wanted to get embedded with the rescue. the edge of the ship; ·Helmer said. reporter and later spent two Sel!)esters, 
Navy," she said. "l\:;.y parents were · "The PAOs report to .higher · "There are jets taking offan~ landing, as editor-in-chief. -? 
relie,·ed I was going out to sea instead authorities, thought, so their hands are • propeller blades turning, bombs· get~ ulf she w:ould have 5,me back to 
of on l:ind." tied in a lot of cases." . : ··· ting E._ushed·around and r'cscucvehicles Du_ Qy'?iF,she would ha,~ been a firic;,:i. 
Helmer said she tumeq down '. But Helmer. knows 'a little f(!iiira- ··-swarming on the deck/ " '· _ journalist," Kelli said. "But s!ie w::inted 
anthrax and smallpox sliots and' flew tion is nothing to complain about. -Helmer said· safe:y officers ~cort to see the world." · 
to Bahrain where she was briefed with "I've been working for the milital)' · the journalist around while · on the 
1,ages of ground rules. for more than four years, but I have _flight deck "just so we don't do any-
Helmer was told she and the other never really understood what it's like thing stupid." · 
14 journalists on the USS Kitty Hawk to be- a servicemember until now," •You're essentially deaf, with all. 
P...rportn- Kristina Hrrrr.dahlrr 
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Changing War Coverage 
Still embedded journalists :uc mak.· 
ing histo1y ,,ith their on the scene rov-
er.igc. It !us nvt always been tlut wa}; 
n:membcts D.,n Wycliff. public editor 
of the Chicago Tribune. 
·co\'tragc of this w:ir couldn't be 
more dilfercnt," W,clitf said. "In the 
first Gulf\Var, ~ru:rs wtr:: kept at 
arm's length by the milituy and got 
wlute\tt news they got in formal brief• 
ini;:, in Washington or at headqu.irters 
in SJuJi ,\r-1bil. • 
This w:ir might be considcn:d the 
scrond Gulf War, but the approaches 
to its a,,,i:ragc :u,: romplctdy dilfcrcnt. 
Compared to the last time America 
inv:1ded lr.iq, the cmi:ragc of this w:ir is 
much more microscopic. · 
"In this war reporters :u,: 'embed• 
ded' "ith actwl fighting units and can 
\\itncss and write :ibout or broadcast 
:K1W! incidents of fighting," he ,:lid. 
"And the restrictions :u,: minimal.' 
Bringing home the story has its 
risks. SC\-=I journalists ha,"C ~y 
died to get the ~to!}: 
Stede said ideally the news org.i· 
niz:ition tlut sends their reporttrs to 
the l\liddl: East would have pimided 
· i i I v· OVER 300 TITLES. , l'I -~ri--• 
I
. : I S2 paperbacks. $-1 hardcovers. 
1_·1 , Plus a 30% discount on selected 
new and best-selling books. 
DAILY &.wnAN 
them ,,ith not only knowledge, but also 
the proper equipment. 
Most media crews :u,: sent \\ith 
bulletproofjackrts, suits to protect from 
biological and/or chemical w.ufarc. and 
some had intense training before they 
wi:ntm'CCSC:IS. 
Jack Stokes, media relations man• 
ager of the Associ3tcd Press, said AP 
reporters in the field :u,: C:lrl)-ing a 
"ide ,':lriety cf camping and suniv:il 
gear. They :u,: able to report for long 
periods of time under difficult condi-
tio:, because of the tr:iining they W\'C 
undergone at :I prn".lte security firm 
and/or at "boot camps" org-.miud by 
the U.S. miliwy. 











(off Mclafferty Road) 
George McGovern 
---- Former United States Senator 
April 14, 2003 - 7 :30 p.m. 
Southern Illinois University 
·Shryock Auditorium 
Farmer three-term U.S. Senator and one-lime Democratic nominee for U.S. President. George 
McGovP.m will long be remembered for his courage 
in speaking out ·against U.S. Involvement In-the 
Vietnam War and his work on behalf of hungry 
children throughout tho world. His policy leadership 
on hunger Issues has resulted In more food to 
desperate people than the work of any one person In 
the world. 
McGovern fondly remembers spending several morilh:I 
at Southern lllinols University during World War II as 
. pan of his training for the United States Army Air n.rce. 
Perhaps partly because of his time at SIU, McGovern 
·. carried Jackson County. llllnols in his loss to Richard 
Nixon in the 1972 i:,res!denlial race. 
Today, McGovern serves as the fir.rt Global Ambassador 
on Hunger for the United Nations World Food 
Programme. In this role, he acts as the agency's 
worldwide advocate on hunger Issues. 
~ 
• UN Global Ambassador on Hunger 
• U.S. Senator ID-SDJ. 1962-1980 
• 1972 Presidential Candidate 
~ World War II ~-24 pilot 
NEWS 
"The AP pro\ides protective giving them unc:xposcd film when they 
equipment . for our com:spondcnts, did ask for it 
including things like chemical gear and · Although the AP s;ud there is no 
indi,idually fined !bk jackets," Stokes formal censorship system for embcc-
said. "But our instrUctions to our sbff ded joum:ilists, Stokes S:lid reporters 
:u,: clear - no story is worth their life. working out ofBaghJ.ul do c:xpcrient1c 
Some protccti\'C equipment is rminly some censorship issues. 
to enable reporters to s:ifdy lcn'C dan- •Ir.iqi authorities keep a close C)'C 
gcrous =, r:ither than to rontinue on rorrcspondcnts in Baghcbd and 
working there." · limit their tnvtl and :icccss, • Stokes 
Kendra Hdmcr, a 1998 gr.idu:tte of S:lid. "They do not, hm=~ censor 
SIUC, who is nmv embedded on the outgoing reports." .. 
USS Kitty Hawk cm"C:ing the war for Nonetheless, the lr:iqi gm=ent 
Stars and Stripes, prepared for her \\"J.C under S:idd.tm Hussein has · been 
00\'Cr.''._:'C by lc:uning w.igatior., cam~ knm,n t.J kick journalists out of the 
ing in bclmv-fltt'Zing temper:iturcs, country for writing too much or :iskir.,; 
c:itiug ready to c:it meals and hiking, the.wrong questions. . 
among other things. Acronling to the Chicago Tribune, 
"For a wi:ck, die ~brines, airmen two AIJ.izecr.i reporters \\'CCC stripped 
and soldiers taught us how.not to 1,-et of their reporting credentials last week 
killed - or get t!-:m killed - while and one was told to lc:i,'C lr.iq. 
00\'Cring a \\"J.C." Hdmcr said. "We Despite many CNN journalists 
learned hmv to react in an ambush; as · being deported from lrJq, the Al 
\\'C got out of a hcliroptcr, we came Jazccr:i reporters' deportment came a,; 
under fire and h.ui to run :icros; a fidd, . a surprise becau.<e ofits strong ronncc-
dil-ing to the ground ,~th our packs. tion,\iththeAr:ibworldanditsrolcsas 
On our last d.t); wt• tc.<tnl C\'Cl}1hing Osama bin l..:tdcn's mouthpiece. 
\\'Cil lc:imcd. • • The Chicago Tribune reported offi-
Hdmcr said the List test included cials at AIJazccr.i S:lid the Iraqi gmnn-
a fr,1:-milc ttctical road march where ment did not explain die c:xpulsion. 
thC)· \\'CCC ambushed, "shot" at and Ald1ough most embedded joum:il-
gasscd. She s:i=-i she 00\'C into the snmv ists ha,'C said they \\'CCC happy \\ith 
and scr:unbled to take 00\"Uwhile pull- their · accessibility to information, 
ing on her gas mask. Greer S::d he think,; the gm'Cmment 
But when her fellow journalists :u,: has more runtrol O\'Cr media cmi:r:ige 
killed on ~ssignment, Helmer knmvs a because of embedding. 
mock ambush is good training. Still, Greer said embedding allm,'S 
D~ngers and rewards journalists access tlut they might not 
be able to ha,'C otherwise. 
of being on the front line ·But after )1>ur in, )1)\1 don't want 
"There :1l'C 1Vs all 0\'1:1' the ship. them controlling )1>Ur mm·cm_ents," 
and \\'C really follmv the nC\\'S when we G=r said. 
hear a journalist is missing or has been Once embedded.journalists ha,'C to 
killed," Hdmer said. mon: ,~th their uniL 
Some of the faces Hdmcr has scc,n According to Judith Re-ales, a 
in danger on . tdC\ision are personal gr.idu:ttc of SIUC who is now \\1>rking 
fiiends of hers. as an :id,.-iscr to nC\•-spapcrs in former 
One of her · fellow Stars and rommunist countries, embedded 
Stripes colleagues and personal friend journalists :u,: too rtStricted to tcll the 
· from time she spent a,,,'Cring the whole s10~ 
Afghanistan conflict was on the fiont- "The embedded journalist roncq,t 
lines with a platoon tlut came under gh"CS the Pentagon too much control 
fine. A SCC\icemember he had been O\"CI' the mm-c:ment of journalists 
talking t.> minutes before was shot in and their opportunities for cmttage," 
. the chest. Hdmer S:lid her friend is Rooles said. "It limits die ,iC\vs tlut we, 
doing OK. as readers, get." 
Hdmer and NBC co-anchor D,,id Roales S:lid reporters working 
Bloom, who died in lr.ui of a pulmo- independently in Baghd.td W\'C die 
nary embolism, attended the same opportunity for report what they \\".lilt 
training c:unp. Hdmer said he was "a to, while embedded journalists can only 
sweet gu}; ''Cl}' ch:irismatic with a boy- report on their on the C\'Cllts orouring 
ish c1urm. • • at their location. 
- Most journalists arc: r. ,t financially "We :u,: getting too much of so·me 
n:w:uded for putting their lil"CS o~ the parts and nothing of others," Rooll:$ 
line. Although Hdmer said Stars and said of the \\".lf a,,,,:ragc fiom embed-
Stripes reporters get "danger pa{ when ded joum:tlists. "It gi\'cs us a distorted 
reporting fiom certain areas, :is well picture of \\"J.C." 
:is perks like free housing and utilities, 
most news groups, like the Chicago 
Tribure, do oot gi\"C raises or danger 
P-JY to reporters ='Cring potentially 
lurmful !itu:ition,;. · 
Hm=tt. the Chi.::!zo Tribt!."le docs 
pay their reporters' tn,'C!ing c:xpens..-s 
and housing while abroad. They also 
p=ide a generous life insur:tnce pack· 
age ,mrth :ibout fa"C times a reporter's 
normal S:IW); said Phil Greer, photog-
rapher in residence at SIUC from the 
Chicago Tribune. 
Ilut Greer said members of the 
media do not go into dangerous situa-
tions bc.'C:luse of any high m,".lrds. 
"I think it is part of the job," Greer 
S:lid. "[As a journ:ilist,] )1)U :u,: the C)'CS 
and cars of the public and you need 
to realize tlut when )1)U go into the 
fidd.• . 
E,'CO so, Greer, who photographed 
the war between Iran and lr.iq, :is 
· wtl1 :is the ronllicts in Nicu:igua and 
Panama, said the opportunity to 00\'1:I' 
something like war is experiencing 
history. . 
Wh~n is enough enough'? 
Dcsaipti,'C CO\,:ragc of the lr.iqi 
w:ir h:s brought up questions as to 
whether or not death should be cov-
ered in dctul. 
Stede said he believes '->odies of sol-
diers should be w.'Crcd r"/ the mcdil. 
"\ \'ar is not just ..bout honor, but 
also about horror," Steele said. "I bcliC\'C 
ii is appropriate to show dc:ith during 
WJ.t.Joumalists just W\'C to~ scnsiti,'C 
on the way thq depict it." . 
Stedc S:lid shm\ing bodies of fallen 
soldiers ii: appropriate \V:l}'S hdps tdl 
an accurate ~•vi}· :iliout both the ally 
troops and the cne_rr'): · 
On all fronts, joun-wb~ :u,: ,,1>rk-
ing hard to fill their pages or newsc.JSts 
,~th a,,,-cr:ige of the war in lr:uj. But 
T~ Taylor, a serond }'C:lf med prep 
student fiom rort VallC); Georgia. said 
the 00\'1:r:ige is O\'CC\vhdming. · 
. •J used to· lm'C Good Morning 
America,• she said. "They used to 00\'Cr 
C\'Cl}-thing, but nowit is like the \\".lC 
The Public Pollo/ Institute and the Depanment of Polltical Science ~re pleased to present George 
McGovern as pan of the Monon-Kenney Publlc Affairs Lecture Serles on April 14 at 7:30 p.m. at . "It's seeing history unfold in front of }OOC C}'CS," Greer said. "And )1)U get 
in lr.iq for two hours. TI1erc are other 
things going in the \\1>rld and in• this , . 
Shryock Auditorium. · · 
• Sponsored by the Publlc Polley Institute 
and the Department of Polltical Science. 
• Free to the public. 
• Sign-language interpreter provided. 
• U-Card approved event. 
• For more information contact 
(618) 453-1009. 
@ u~card approv~d ev~:t · 5IU 
· to do- things the public can't do. It is an 
adrenaline rush and )'OU lc:im to rely on 
)'OU?Sd£" . . .. 
Censorship from the Iraqi 
~nd American governments 
Greer c:xpcrienced the harsh cen-
sorship of the Iraqi gmffllment while · 
'he w:1s working there in the \\"J.C that 
began in the '80s. He rec:allcd hiding· 
film so the lciqis wouldn't ceue it or 
country besides the w:u:. · . 
•1ts either the \\"J.C or this illnes~ 
[SARS]. Please, give me something 
else-" , ,· .• . 
CNN and 17x llfuhington /bit "t.\'rt 
(rlt1ta,ttrl for this rrp,m, Int &th dl!t!intd · 
'°mmmt. 
Rrporttr Kristina llrrmdahkr 




· COITTll-,'l/ED FROM rAOE I 
up ;ind said he agreed with Bcrkbigle;, bOJt for complct~ly different rea-
sons. He also said the commission up for approval wu nllt what the city 
needed, and then went on to cxpl:ain why. 
1lu: biggest complaint by supporten of the HRC was tl,at it did 
not have the power to do any good. This included the ability to issue 
subpoenas or hold any real legal powen. Instead, the commission will 
act as :an advisory body to the City Councii and maintain a few other 
responsibilities, including hc3ring complaints by citizens, which would 
take pl~ce in an open forum. 
This lack of confidentiality is just one of the issues Berkbigler said 
the business ownen were unhappy with. 
l\l:iyor Neil Dillard said the main goal of pming the H~,.; js to just 
form a starting point. Then the new council, which takes office May 6, 
can be built off ofif changes need to be made. 
•The soonc, we get started v.ith a commissio11 on human relations, 
the better: Dillard said. • After .all the work and dedicnion that has 
gone into this, let's get stuted." . 
Rtporur Brian Pt,1'h 
,an ht rtathtd at 
. bpcach@dailycgypti:m.com 
PERSPECTIVE he is not sure if the UnitelStatcs 
CONTINUED FROM rAOE 3 dccl:iring war on Iraq empowen globalization. 
•1 just have a problem with the 
people there basically living their U.S. being this huge superpower 
.li,·cs. It's not just what you see 01_1 and going and fixing the world; 
CNN.w Shair said. •Afier Iraq you have 
Shair, who served four and a Saudi Arabia, then Syria, then 
half years in the Israeli Anny, said Iran, then Kllrca, it's just an endless 
his yean in the military helped liim list of problems )'OU can't possibly 
realize that Israel was,a melting pot expect to solve." 
of different cultures and opinions, David said she is generally sup-
and not just a nation embroiled in a porti,·e of the war, but she does not 
half-century long ,io!ent feud ,vith sec why the United States waited 
its neighboring country. until 12 yean after the end of the 
•\Ve have friends·, we fail in lcve, Gulf\Var to become invoh·ed. 
we get ditched, we go through the •1 just can·r help thinking that 
whole: process,w Shair said. there arc some sort of outside inter-
Turjcman said he believes more ests moti,':lting them: David said. 
Americans would support Israel if Although the war in Iraq is 
they knew more about th·e country weighing hea,ily on their minds, 
and what re:-Jly goes on overseas. the students said they arc enjoying 
•Some people ~re · using the America and their SIUC cxperi-
media to amplify their own opin- cnce. . 
ions,W Turjem:m said. •They think Shairsaid his time in Carbondale 
·all we do o,·cr here is pray :md fight, . has been amazing and the hospital-
pray and fight, and then pray and ity in the United States is astonish-
fight some more, which isn't the ing. · 
case. Some of the American friends •\Ve're having the time of our 
of mine who have ,isiti:d Israel said life; Shair said. •\Ve have all these 
they'd never felt more safe than people making sure we're OK, an.d 
when they were hcre.w having fun, and taking us out on 
Paul Simon, weeknights even 
former U.S. sena- --------- though we have 
tor and current classes the next 
Public Policy " I think the American day. It's not the 
Institute director, public gen..'Tally doesn't pay kind of Americans 
said he thought attention to what goes on I used to know, it's 
ulking with the a different kind of 
Israeli :.tudents was : in the Middle East unless people, . which . is 
a good start to rec- · their'country is int'Olt•ed, amazing." 
ognizing the prob-- Some SIUC 
lems in the l\liddle ·like with Iraq." students in the 
East, but more has . _ Paul Simon audience said their 
to be done. former U.S. ~rmor hraeli countcr-
•1 think the parts made them 
American public think about the 
generally docsn"t pay attention to Middle East in a diffcn·nt light and·. 
what goes on in the l\Iiddlc East they leftthe event ,vith a more pro• 
unless their countrv is involved, found undentanding of the Israeli 
like ,vith Iraq; Simo'n said. •1 think \\':lJ of life. 
we"rc just going to have to listen Mary Emond, a freshman in his-
to both sides and c,·entuallv we're tory from Chicago, said she learned 
going to ha,·e to help get ; peace a lot of new information about . 
agreement donc.w . Israel that she had nC\'l:r thought of 
· Simon also. said he expects to looking into. 
sec a hefty increase in U.S. involve- •y guess I never realized how 
ment in Israel and Palestine in the much their way of life is like oun; 
near future as the war with Iraq Emond said. •\Ve're at war and 
continues. so arc they, it's just that the their 
· U.S. involvement in the Middle fighting is taking place in their own 
East w:as an issue the Israeli student, back}':lrd.w 
found difficult to agree upon. Shair Jerry Davis, a senior in business 
. said he was opposed to the United administration from Mt. Vernon, 
St:ites getting invoh·ed, while David said he was most surprised about 
and Turjcman both said they sup• the Israelis' reaction to U.S. involve-
ported any U.S. attempt to remove ment in Iraq. 
Saddam Hussein from power. _ _ •1 would have thought that they 
• Turjcman . said the - . Uni_tcd: • all w:antcd us there, no question: 
States must uke out someone who·:· Davis said. · : · 
would. use chemical weapons on his .. , ~But when they started talking 
own people, and then. compared.· about their reasons why it might 
Hussein's regime to the Nazi_s. - not be such a good idea it really 
wlf someone would. have·. rose started to make sense. Their coun-
up against Hitler in. 1935, 50 mil- try has got a lot of problems, but 
lion people wouldn't ha,-c died and ·' then when you. think about it,. I 
World War II might not have hap- guess oun docs too." 
pened,"Tu~eman said. · ' 
Shair said there arc two central · 
movements in the·.world tod~y, glo- _ 
· bali~tion and fondamenulism, and 
&porttr'AnJy Horon::j., ., 
,an ht rra,htd at 
~horonzy@dailycgyptian.com 
. DAIL y EGYl'TlAN 
FUNDS 
CONTINUED FROM PAGE I 
USGs Intcmal Affain C'.omrnittce 
rd~ the accounts when they added 
a debit to the RAC unresnicted fund to 
get back money used for romputcn. 
Robinson said the committee also 
took avny Rh=' signing authority, 
which kept him from conducting any 
business dealing with the BAC. . . 
· Rh-crs said that the whole thing was 
a misunderstanding that resulted fiom 
new people filling accounting and BAC 
administr.1.tr.'l: positions. 
He said the RAC trc:ISUrel' told him 
$3,000 rolled 17\'l:f from fiscl year '02 
that could purchase computm. 
-Titat was my mistike, not ask-
ing· to sec any docuincnbllon, but I 
thought as n=urcr she would know 
how much money was in the :iccount, w 
lfaussaid. 
He said the purchase order for 
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 9, 2003 • PAGE 13 
the romputcr was bkcn to Student they have in their possession the pur-
~-dopmcnt and sat.in the office for chascordcrsofthecomputcn. 
·about a wmc. Rivas then said he took Ervin declined to cnmmcnt on the 
the order to the :iccountant and was situation. 
told he needed his adviser's ,~turc USG has begun gr.idually bking 
before the purchase could be proccsscd. . money back fiom the BAC unre-
Hc then obbincd the sigJUturc. snicted account to in2kt: up the $1,600 
Rh'Cl'S said if then: was not money fiom the rcsnictcd account they did not 
to cover the purchase in the account, approve for computers. About $458 has 
the . BAC adviser fflOU!d not have al=dy been repaid. : 
signed off on the~• IAC will continue to refuse funds to 
~f the money really wasn't there BAC until the outstanding dcL: is J)3id. 
fiom last >= than why did Student After April 29, IAC and USG will 
~opmcnt place the order for the CCl5C invoh'l:mcnt in the matter and, if 
computcrsr Rh= said. the account still has an outstanding bal-
Rh'l:n was reported to Judicial ancc, the matter will be turned= ro 
Affiun for the alleged misuse of funds.· the director of Student ~-doprr.cnt. 
The Judicial Affiun Offio:: would According to the cwrcnt gti:ddincs, 
not comment on the progress of the the debt will disqualify BAC from 
case. citing that all. cases tliat =ch the r=iving funding for next;=. 
office arc confidential. 
The =nt accounbnt at Srudcnt 
Dc:o.-dopmcnt, Stc:o.'l: Hutchins, said 
the fiscal accounts did not n:flcct the 
purchase of !11c computcn c:o.'Cll though 
Rrfmt= rainu Dom::m & Kristina 
D,i/ing am ht rradxd at 
,'tlonnals@dailyeg>'ptian.com & 
kdailing@dailyrgyptian.com 
EARN SSOO -:- $620* 
WHEN YOU QUIT 
SMOKING 
WITH TIIE INL , 
SMOKING LAB 
•COMPLETELY 
GI" ,-UT du<1t11t t10plo,m their YUY' OWII •ttiaok ,-II" ad i. tti. DE-
UI 51'-'111 ( tdttff ~Ut SplU ~.rt l1ottcl19, April 14# 
CONFIDENTIAL 
•Safo. supponi>e cnvlnmmenl 
•students and non studa,u welcome 
•Ag<s 11-50 
•Anfl•ul:progrm, 
CALL TODAY FOR DETAILS 
Auto 
$500 POLICE fMPOUNDSI 
cars & truckS fr:)ffl SSOOI For tistings 
caD 1-000-319-3323 ext 4642. · 
1980 F250 4X4 picl(-vp truck. new 
au10. gray paint. front hubs, carb, 
brakes. strong running 351, rhino 
liner, step b<Jnl)er, r~n,er hitch 
w,brake controller, S2900 obo, can 
Barbara (61 B) 625-6795 · 
1S88 DODGE SHADOW, 4 dr h:itch-
baci<, auto, a/c, au s.e. good me, 
ctianieal, $495 obO, can 529-4655. 
•· 1995 BUICK ROADMASTER, 
Only 35.200 mi, exc cond, a/c. pis, 
p/w, pll, leather interior, dual power 
seats. auise, aml!nvcass, 
Dark maroon. $6,700, 
· Days 536-3309, 
Ev~ 351-6923. 
Furniture 
EXC COND,YEAR OLD, scfa, love 
seat, 2 end tables. cockta~ fable. 
dining room table, entertainmen: 
center, are:i rug, 457-1972. t, mess. 
SPIDER WEBS DAUGHTER. buy & 
sea furniture A colledillles, Old Rt 
51 soutll ol C3rbondale, 549•1782. 
Appliances 
$100 EACH WASHER. dryer, relrig, 
erator, slOve & freezer (90 day war-
ranty) Able Appliances 457.ns1. 
REFRIGERATOR, 6 MO, $250, w/d, • 
Ma~g. 4 yr. $350, stove, S100, 25" 
TV, S75, 32" TV, $255, 457-8372. 
Musical 
DJ'S. VI DEC'S, PA'S, 








Fax us your Classified Ad 
24 hou,saday! 
lndude the fo,lcwing informatiOl"I: 
•Fun name and address 
·Dates to publish 
"Classif.cat,on wanted 
·weekday (B-4 :JO) phone number 
FAX ADS are subject to normal 
deacllines. The Daily Egyptian re-
serves the right to edit. properly 




L---------J I POOL TABLE. OUES, bans, &·rack 
1996 JIMMY, 4 dr, St.. 4.3 lrter, V6, Incl. $300, 529-7563. 
84,000 miles, premium sound w/ CO 
player, 4 new tires. new brakes, ..,,_.,,.,...._...,,,,_._.....,_.. 
SB,000, call 549-7230 days or 549- ~.'tr~~ 
6271 everings. -It  
88' MERCURY TOPAZ. 4 dr, runs, 
needs engine, several new parts, 
must sen, S700 Obo, 351-7138. 
AlJTOBESTBUY. NET. not only 
means getting the best deal but also 
buying w/confldence, t84-8881. 
Rooms 
NICEST ROOMS IN town. W/luU 
l<itchen. quiet, safe neighbOmooc:I, 
doorbeD, w/d, ale, 529•5881. 
BUY, SELL, AND TRADE. AAA Au- PARK PLACE EAST residence t.an, 
to Sales. 605 N lni:lOis Ave, 4'>7• international grad.over 21 student. 
7~1. clean & quiet, an ulil incl, $210 
NISSAN PULSAR NX 1986,5 
speed, a/c, sunroof, high fll)g, m3ln-
tained r.ke new, exceptional car, 
S1675, 549.nso. 
&up.single sem ok. call 549-2831. 
. . ~--
Roommates 
1 BDRM IN a 3 bdrm house, close 10 
ca"1)us. w/d, font mo rent 1/2 off, 
203-1361, $250/mo, no lease. 
1 ROOMMATE TO sh:lre 3 bdrM apt 
w/2 girls & a dog, SMOKERS, May-
Aug lease. S200r'mo, 457-2704. 
Sublease 
2 BDRM, 316 W. Walnut. w/d, a/c, 
spacious, close to campus & strip, · 
can 457-1974 after 4pm. 
2 SUBLEASERS FOR summer, lg 2 
bdrm, 1 balll. c/a, w/d, basement. at, 
tic, exc localion, can457-73t0. 
FEMALE NEEDED TO share 3 bdrm 
tcwnhouse. May• Aug, $~ + 
1/3 util, clean. cau 925-3480. 
SUB NEEDED ASAP, 600 S Univer• 
sily, 2 rooms ava~. ale. close 10 
laundromat. 549-4937. 
SUBLEASER NEEDED 306 W 
Cherry SI. great house, great room• • 
mate, can 816-309-7816. 
Apartments 
1 & 2 BDRM UNFURN, 1 block from 
campus. water and trash incl. no 
pets, $240-$485/mo. Avaa now, May 
& Aug, can Lisa at 457-5631. 
1 BDRM APT, $300, quiel area. wa-
ter & trash Incl, Also house & trailer. 
529.2970, 529.3999 or 534-9363. 
1 BDRM APT. new, Cedar Creek rd, 
huge rooms, w/d. c/a, $460/mo, pri• 
vale patio caD 528-0744. · 
1 BDRM APTS, tum or un!um, NO 
PETS, mus! be neat and clean. 
dose ro sru. caa ,s1-ne2. 
1 BDRM NEWLY remodeled loll. 
dose to campus, wld. $425/mo, 1 yr 
lease 529-2030. 
1 BDRM, CLEAN. Quiet, close to 
campus, prel grad, unfurnished, no 
pets, $360, 529-3815. 
1 BDRM, LUXURYapt. near SIU. 
horn. w/d in apt. BBO gnns, 457• 
4422. 
1 BDRM, QUIET area, window air. 
no dog1.ava~ Aug, can 549-0081. 
1BDRM. HRDWO/FLRS, quiet Pe-
can St localion, ava~ May for 12 
mos. $340/mo, cats 01<. 549-3174. 
2 BDRM APT. above Mary Lou's 
Grill, 1st & last + dep req. no pets, 
can 61!Hxl4·5649. 
2 BDRM APTS, 4 plex. turn. ample 
partung, near SIU, 457-4422, 
2 BDRM FURN duplex at 714 E Col• 
lege, w/d, water. sewer & trash Incl, 
$240/person, M pets, 457-3321. 
II"'----··------· -- -~ 
:$ 8S0,00 OFF! 
:(maybe mon:) for Fall 2003 
: Come Sss: foe VpgaeJO 
. Haw Acqptinr Rnrn1tirn1 
: f!Jm/YID!Jll J.l!?.im 
: .. 600 West Mill SL 
! pH. 549-1332 
1 www.stevensonanns.com 
2 BDRM, W/0, water & trash Incl, 
frig range, pets ok. c/a, close 10 
ca"l)US. S500/mo, aval May & Aug. 
201-2945. 
2 BLOCKS FROM Morris library, 
nice, newer, 2 & 3 tx:trms, furn, car-
pet. a/c, 516 S Popular, 605 & 609 
W College, 529-1820 °' 529-3581. 
3 & 4 BDRM. extra brge rooms, 
walk to campus. 2 ba111s, c/air, w/d. 
no pets, 549-4808 (9am-7pm). 
3 BDRM APT, 4 mi soulll. 2 tuD 
baths, w/d hookup, quiet. firepl..ce, 
cla. appl incl, 457-2035. 
6081/2WCheny,targestudioapt. 
$275, avail 5124;605 W Freeman, 
eflic apt. $200, avad April, 529-4657. 
A FREE MONTH'S RENT, S170 
MOVES YOU IN, 1 bdrm, $300/ mo, 
2 blks from SIU, laundry on site, 
618-457-6786. 
A GREAT PLACE to ln,e, 2&3 tx:trm 
apts, we pay your utility bills. one 
block lrom campus, 549-4729. 
APTS AVAJL FROM alfordable 1 
and 2 tx:t,n.. to deluxe town houses, 
caD (877) 985-9234 ot 537• 3640. 
APTS. HOUSES & trailers, close to 
SIU, 1, 2. 3 & 4 tx:trm. no pe!s, Bry• 
ant Rentals 529-1820 ot 529-3581. 
BHuUful elflc apt,, C-dale histori-
cal district. studious atmosphere. 
w/d, ale, hrdwd'lls, nice aattsman-
ship, Van Awl<en. 529-5881. 
BROOKSIDE MANOR APT. quiet 
living w/spacious 2 & 3 tx:trms. au :1~ =~::i~~':Zr~a:u• 
pet lrlondly commurity, can toJ.ay lor 
your personal tour. 549-3600. 
C-DALE 1 BDRM, 1 bath, clean. no 
rnns. basic amenities, tor Ille person 
on a budgel $300/mD, 457-6521. 
'DALE AREA, BARGAIN, SPA· 
IOUS, 1 & 2 bdrm •pt, water & 
COST EFRCIENT 2 bdrms in Oeso-
10, $350/m0, one avai with w/d, • 
$395/Jno, no pets. 457-3321. 
COUNTRY SETTING 5 mi from SIU, 
1 bdrm. S40CVmo. avail 611, 1 bdrm. 
$325/mo, avail lmmed. util Incl, 985- · 
3923. 
COIJITTRY SETTING, PRIVATE pa• 
tio, carports & laundry laolity at our 
roomy 2 bdrms on Country Club Rd, 
12 min to SIU, cats aaowed w/ addi-
tional depo$it. $420/mo,457-3321. 
rash Incl, lie, no pet,, call 684- EFRCIENCY & 2 bdrm apts on For• 
145 or 684-6862. est SI. 5325 & $600, Incl aD uti, 
C-0.ALE, 1 BDRM, tum, 2 blks lrorn ' avaa May, no pets, 549-4686. 
SIU, c/a, no pets, S2SOI mo, 529 • FOR ALL YOUR student houSing 
1422. needs,can201-6191 rentingnowlor 
CLEAN & QUIET studio apt. lg yard _FaD_2003_. ______ _ 
& out building, non-smooer, pets Ok. FOR RENT. 2 bdrm duplex. M'boro 
$275/mo, (217)351-7235. on 8111 St. 457-4593. 
Smnmer Semester Contract Housing 
. • Single room furnished, with refriger~tor, & cable 
• All utilities inc~uded· in the rent 
• Bathroom attached to room 
• Five minute walk to campus ~~ A 
Dormitory never closes (Open all year) ~ 
• Huge kitchen, Laundry rooms and ==' === 
Huge parking lot 
Ambassador Hall donnitory 




Forest Hall dormitory 
820 West Freeman, Carbond:ile, IL 
Phone: 618-1S7-5631 
Email: fon:st@midwesLcom 
. Bonnie Owen 
P'rope.tty Management 
816 E. Main St., Carbondale• (618) 529-2054 
No--N"o en Saturda · s b a ointment. 
Creekside • 711 & 709 S. Wall, & Grand place • 900 E. Grand: 
Luxury 3 Bedrooms, 2 Baths, washer & dryer, dishwasher, • . 
garbage disposal, range and refrigerator, central air end heat, 
wireless internet .. Call 529-205.4. • ·- -
·-. ~-· -: ' .. 
-~-_Call Today!· 
Ask about our other listings. . 
(LASSlflEDS 0AII.Y Eovri1AN . 
-FURNISHED, SPAOOUS 2 bdrms 
al vaa Apts on E Colll'Qe & wan St, 
waler, sewer & trash ind, no pets, 
M130RO 1 & 2 bdrm, $275-$360/mo SECl.UDED 2 BDRM eDI on Lake TOWNE-SIDE WEST 
APARTMa,rs AND HOUSES 
Paul Bryant Rtntela 
457-5664. 
+ dep, tra"1 & waler, 1 tum. avaa Rd, $425, no pets, avail May, 549. 
March, June, & Aug.can 6117-1n4. <loOO. 
_S23S1pe __ rso_n._45_ 7_-332_l_. ---1 MOVE IN TODAY, 1 bdrm, 509 $ 
GEORGE TOWN 2 & 3 bdrm, WaD or 4r.a W Pecan, no pets, tum 
fum'untum. no pets, see display by or unlum. 529-3581. 
appt, (618) 529-2187. 
GREAT LANDLORDS FOR FALL 0 
606 E Park 1 & 2 bdrm duplex apts, 
no pets please, 1-618-893-4737. 
EAR c.&MPUS (408 S Poplar) 
uxury •!fie, water & !rash Incl, 
n slla w/d, no pets, can 684-
145 or ~862. 
~~~~~~.
0
~;,\.,_ NEW 1 BDRM. C01r4>lelely tum. aa 
$300/ __mo_, _54_9-39_7_3,_ee_n_:io_'l-3_9_73_.-t ~"k ::,:i~c::.=:1• 
LO OK M"BORO LARGE dean, new damage Ciel), avail lmmed, caa 549-
carpel, 2 bdrm, catpOrt, no pets, un- 7230 days or 54U271 evenings. 
furn. Aug 1' $425/mo, 684-3557 PM. NEW LAKE ASHLEY apts, 1, 2 & 3 
LARGE 2 BDRM APTS 1or rent & 3 bdrm. aa, w/d, lg decks c,,,erlOoklng 
bdtm house avail now & May, can • lake, 529-4536 or 534-8100. 
TLM Propefty Mgmt 457-8302. 
LG 1 BDRM, Oak SI, recenlly re-
modeled, lg deck. sh3dy yard, . 
$285/mo, 549-3973 or 303-3973. 
LIKE NEW DUPLEX. 2-3 bdrm. 2 
batlls,· w/d, energy eff,c, lots 01 IIOr• 
age, ale. can Van Awken 529-5881. 
LOOKING FOR A NEW HOME? 
Schilling Pmperty Managemenl is 
Ille answer, we have 1, 2, & 3 bdrm• 
apts reasonably priced, close b 
ca!Tl)us, p,ivale parklng. laundry on 
Sile, some apts OSL ready, 100 
many extras to fist, stop by & pick up 
a fi$1 of p,operties, 635 E Walnut, 
618-549-0895: 
LUXURY 3 BDRM, dose to town & 
caJl1)US, marble bathroom, trench 
·doors, crysUI chanderier, w/rJ. aa, 
$885/mo, avaa May 15th. 201-1087. 
NEW RENTAL UST avail on front 
potth ol Office, 508 W Oak. Btyant 
Rentals, 529-3581 or 529-1820. 
NICE & QUIET, 2 & 3 bdrm. d/w, mi-
crowave, ice-maker and more, avaa 
now-Aug,549-8000. ' 
NICE, NEWER, 2 bdrm. fum, carpet, 
ate. close to campus, 514 swan, 
no pets, 529-3581 or 529-1820 
REASONABLE PRICE EFAC, 2 
blks to SIU, special sunvner rat.n 
$1BOIS2l0, 924-3415 or 457-8798. 
SPACIOUS STUDIO, FULLY lum 
Apts near campus, ate. cable ready, 
laundry faolities, free parl<lng. water 
& trash removal, SIU bus stop, man-
ager oo premises, phone, 549-6990. 
STUDIOS, Cl.EAN, QUIET, w~tet/ . 
trash Ind, furn or unlum, no pets, 
avaa sunvner or ran, $265-$290, 
523-3815. 
WALKER RENTALS 
JACKSON & WILLIAMSON CO. 







Renting lor June 1 and August 1 
457.5790 
SUMMER I FALL 2003 
6, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1 BOfiMS 
54lMB08 (9am-4pm) No pets 
Rental list at 306 W College 14 
OP C'OALE LOCATIONS, spa-
lous 1 A 2 bdrm apts, water & 
sh Incl, ale, lists avail, no pets, 
11684-4145 or~ 
Charyl K, Paul, Dan 
-W• hln you covered!..-•• 
Townhouses 
2 BDRM NEW a>nstruded town-
houses. SE C"dale, 1300 square n 
many extras, aval now, 549-8000. 
400 E HESTER. l'llge 3 bdrm by 
rec. d/w, w/d, private patio, parking, 
avail 8·16, 549•1058 evening,. 
BEADLE DRIVE 2 bdrm, 2 ca,· ga, 
rage, ll<yf,ght, whirtpool Ml, pa11o 
pets consirlercd. $825, 457-8194. 
-.alpharenlats.net 
'HUGE2BDRIA, 1 carga~')Ct,O'ier• 
sized whir1poci tub, lg pri-,ate lenced 
patio, family neighborhood, pe!s 
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·NEW 2 BDRM, 2 car garage on 2 BDRM. 1.5 balh, w/d, 
Oakland between Min & Freeman, 2 pal!o. unft.m. no pets, r 
, fenced 
,nder-
master auiles w/whlt1pool tubs, w/d, pass and rec. $530,'mo 
d/w, $1000, cats considered, avail deposit & reference, 6r 
,,l&pref, 
.?ljafl, 
Aug, alpharentalsOaol.com. caa 203-0054. · 
www.alpharentals.net, 457-8194. 
NICE 2 BDRM, (lreat for grads. pro-
fessionals or married, $440 to $505+ 
dep, yr lease, no pe!s, 529-2535. 
TOWNHOUSES 
306 W College, 3 bdrms, cfa, 
fum'unlum, summer/lal leases. 
549-4808 (9am-7p:n) No pets 
Duplexes 
2 BDRM UNFURN OUP. amal pets 
ok, water Ind, cambria an,a, ava~ 
Aug $37:.'mo, caa 457•5631. 
213 EMEP.AI.D LN, 2 bdrm, w/d, big 
back yd, avail May or Aug, no pets, 
$47& mo, 529.,_1989_ 
3 LG BDRM, luxury a; w/d, di· 
red Iv, furn. appl, near , Point 
School, Cedar Lake Al· ,r more 
_Info phone 529-3564, ! 
BRECKENRIDGE APT ,so S 11.,· 
2 !ldrm, unft.m. w/d hoe '- no pets 
dsplay~-4387or45· ,10. 
COALE CEDAR LAKE , ,, newer 
2 bdrm. vaulted ceifong. .IC, w/:J 
hookup, NO PETS, Jur. '<UO 
$475/mo, 457-7036. 
COALE. VERY NICE 2 :,::,m,Cedar. 
lake area, quiet, private. w/d, patio, 
June 1; $525/mo, 893-2726. 
FOR RENT 2 BDRM, 1 t/2 bath, ga-
rage, frl;. stove, $525/mo, w/d hook 
up, 985-8772. 
ft ~~~-· 11fru(6j 
&~~JJ~~ 
For Fall 2003 
Move in during April. receive 
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MAKANDA. NEW 1 bdrm, au appl, 2 BDRM, CLEAN, spacious & bright C"DALE 2 BDRM? very lg house & 
no pets, avaij June, $400' mo, 549. ceifing tans, hrowd/1:ts, IO kitehen, lg yard, 113rage & shed, avail now, 510 
2291. r,:: ot $~~~;~7/~7:=er, s Logan. ~mo. 687-2475. 
~';.7:!"~:~~::i:~e~ls, 2 BDRM, ClOSE lo C.1mpus, rJa. C"DALE AREA. NEAR Cedar la\e, 
avail~- SJOO'mo, 549-7400. ~~·.;;";'~ i;:.::.w Walnut, =~ ~~ ~:::':'a:f.f.;g, 
~e,: ;?s~~~~~~;o~~-~i;:Y 1 '2 BDRM, FENCED yd. deck, quiet 
place, 1 car garage, d/w, many ex• neighborhood. wld. S500/ mo. 1 pet 
tras. 541-8000. ok, rel req, avail Aug 1, 687-:.175. 
QUIET, ClEAN, 2 bdrm. w/d, prefer 
mat,re indr,iduals, ale, $.JOO/mo. 
618-98S-4014. 
VERY NICE 2 bdrm, lg yd wlpatio, 2 
mi S At 51, no pets, ava:Juty 15, 
$4!0/ mo, 457-5632. 
WEST OFF AIRPORT Ai! on GleM 
Rel. 2 bdrm, rJa, no pets, S375 de-
poSit $375/mo, (618) 987-2150. 
Houses 
:! BDRM, W/ sruc,, c/a, w/d, new 
tlOoring, new raint 500 S Washing• 
ton. ava~ now, cal 201-6191. 
2.3 BDRM, ClOSE to carT'l)Us, rJa, 
wld, very nice, avail Aug. 803 W 
Walnu can 457-3308, Sam-noon. 
200 N. ,\I.MONO, 2 bdrm, $650/rno. 
rJa, w/d, sludy 04' computer room, 
screened pon:h. no pets, 201-6191. 
3 & 4 BDRM, extra large rooms, 
walk to campus, 2 balllS. rJair, wld, 
no pets, 549-4808 (9am-7pm). 
::::::::::F~~i~r~~~NJALL:·:.::::• , 3 BDRM, 1 1/2 bath, w/d, 1300 sq II, 
.................... 549-3850....................... I '"'rage, near SIU, saso. no pets. 
family neighbomood. 529-4000. 
............ HOUSES IN THE.......... 3 BDRM, NEAR ·1 AJJ good 
......... Country HUD APPROVED...... c:ond, wld, large ~~:•pets~'457. ............. 549-3850.......... 4548. . 
1 & 2 bdrm, $400 and up, no pets, 1 
yr lease. residential area, please can 
529·2875 for appt 
3 BDRM, WELL maintained, lligh 
ceiling wl!an, 1 bath. 2 bay windows. 
aJc, deck, pets ~ered, avail 
Aug, S645, 457-11194. 
www.alpllarentals.net 
549-7867 or 967-7867. 
'DALE AREA, SPACIOUS 2 & 3 
rm houses, tt/d, carport, tree 
ow & trash, 1ome cla & deck. 
o pets, call 664-4145 or 684-
862. 
C"DALE NICE, 2 bdrm + extra study 
room, nev.tt remodeled inside & out. 
ale, carport, quiet location, a.ma 
Aug. 549-7867 0< 967-7867. 
C"DALE. 3 BDRM, basement rJa. 
w/d hoo~up. water & trasll ind, avaa 
now, $675'mo, 687•2475. 
C"DALE, 3 BDRM, tanie yard, wld 
hockup, SS25/mo, ava,1 M~y. 417 S 
Washingl.:>n, 687-2475. 
HERRIN, 2 BDRM newly remodeled, 
rJa, wld & heat pet optional, base-
me..t. SSSOlmo, can 942-537 4 • 
HOUSES FOR RENT, 2.3,4,& 5 
bdrms; ale, w/d hook up. avaM in 
Aug 2003, Pets Ok, 963-8155. 
NEW RENT AL UST avail on front 
porch ol office, 508 W Oak, Bryant 
Rentals. 529-3581 or 529·18:>o. 
1 1/2 BDRM CHARMING rory C:OI· 
t.lge, new kitchen, air, wld, pref grad 
or older, $450 + Ubl, 457-2724. 4 BDRM, 4 blkS from cam;,us, car• NICE, UNFURN, 2 bdrm, 2 bath, 
I peted, ale, avai tan. can 457 - 4030 l ~d~': :,:;~,~~· S590'mo 2 & 3 bdrm houses to rent in Aug. 
tor more information can 618-549• · 
2090. 
2 & 3 BDRM. nice & quiet area. rJa. 
w/d, no dog~ avail May & Aug. can 
549-0081. 
2 B::JRM HOUSE avail May, ale unit 
large yarcl, hrdwd/llrs, SSOO!mo, 
549•2090. 
2 BDRM HOUSE, tum. near SIU, 
ample par1o.ing, nice yard. 
457-4-122. 
2 BDRM HOUSE. WIO. trig range, 
pets ok, rJa, avail MJy & Aug, 201 • 
2945. 
2 BDRM HOUSES, $375-450/mo, 
' 5 BDRM W/BASEMENT. 805 w col~ II PERFECT FOR SORORITY OR i:::. nrs, wld. avail June 1. FRATERNITY HOUSE, walking dis-
_________ tance to campUs. please can Clyde 
502 LUCIER, ,.fBORO 2 bdrm, 2 i Swanson al 549•7292 04' 53-"7292. 
baths, lg leo<:e<.I yd.~ OK, alC. 1 ---------
w/d, porcll, S525/rno 614-263-8295. j ~~~~.R;~d~~~:i.':4.i =•en-
APT, HOUSES. & trailers Fan '03 I ergy ett,c, Van Awken, 529-5881. 
listing avail, ~~ N Almond or can ! ---------
201-6191. • PRIVATE COUNTRY SETTING, 3 
_________ I bdrm, ex::a nice, rJair, 2 bath, wld, 2 
;:J~·. ~?3~~~;.,~i:rspe~;~ I,' decks, no pets 54.9-4808 (9am-7pm) 
ant Rentals 529,1820 or529•3581. 
rx-rr..,.,.....,,...,.,,-,-~t"":"==~ I TOP C'OALE LOCATIONS, 2. 3, 4, 
& S bdrm houses, all have w/d. & 
ru mow, some c/a, deck. extra 
batll, fists avail, no pets, call 
514-4145 or 6114-6862. 
on SIU bus route. no pets. c:al1 f,,19- BRANO NEW & NEV/l y remodeled 
4471. onM,nS1,ahmen·1tieslnduding 
2 BDRM. AIR, w/cl, dose to campUs, washer & dryel, central aic, and 
aval Aup. 805 w Walnut, cal 457. plenly of parking. please cau Clyde 
3308, 8am. noon. Swanson 549-7292 0< 534•7.292. 
NO DOWN PAYMENTS 
NO INTEREST PAYMENTS AND 
NO CAR PAYMENTS 'TIL 2004: 
PLUS S500 ·cASH BACK .... 
PLUS S500 EDUCATION EDGE BONUS CASH.' 
That's a total of s1,ooo cash back 
to qualifying seniors and recent gra:Js.. 
··,2003 l.an~r-~rting under $14,100 ... 
SUMMER/FALl..2003 
4 bdrm• 503, 505, 511 S Ash 
319,321, :t::4,406, W Walnut 
305 W College 103 S F04'eSt 
501 S Hays 
3 bdrm-310, 313, G10WCherty 
405 S 6.s/1, 321 W Walnut 
106 S F-,rest ~ W College. 
2 bdrm• 305 w conege 
406,324, 319WWalnu1 
S49-4808 (9 am-7pm) No Pets 
Free rental tis! al 306 W Conege 14 
TOWNE-SIDE WEST 
APARTMENTS AND HOUSES 
Paul Bryan! RenUls 
457·5&64. 
Cheryl K, Paul, Dave 
_we have you covered!.. ..... 
Mobile Homes 
SSS AVET LOOK at our 2·3 bdrm, 
$250-$450, pet olc, you will rent 
529-4444 . 
....... MUST SEE I 2 bdrm trailer ........ . 
• ...... S195'mo & up!l!I bus avail, ........ . 
• ....... Hurry, few avail, 549-3850 ...... .. 
1 & 2 BDRM MOBILE HOMES, 
close to campus, 522S-S475'mo, 
water & trasll lnduded, no pets, can 
549-4471. 
2 & 3 bdrrn!I, ncety dec:o:-ated & 
tum, wld, 3 locatiOns, $330-
SS40/rno, avail May or Aug. no pets, 
457-3321. 
2 BDRM, UNFUAN trailer, S285/mo 
pets ok, no ale, 457-5631. 
2 TO 3 bdr~ homes, !rem $250-
465/mo, ~ to campus, newly re-
modeled uni:S. waler, trasll & lawn 
care tum, laundromat on premises, 
Roxanne Mobile Home Par1t, 2301 S 
Illinois Ase, 549-4713. 
AVAIL NOW, 12X65, 2 bdrm, tum, 
on Sll.aded lot close to rec center, 
not pets, ref req, 457•7639. 
C"DALE BEL-AIRE. NOW renting tor 
summer, Ian, spring, extra nice, tum 
1,2,3 bdrm umts. 2 blkS from SIU, 
5200-S625/ mo. new units avail, no 
pets, Mon· Fri 9.5, 529-1422. 
lt,s good to be in the 
DAWGHoUSE 
~~~ 
The Dally Egyptlan's Da~g 
House Is Carbondale's pre-
mier Internet: guide co rent:al 
propert:y llst:lngs. The Dawg 
House drives a high volume of 
t:argeted. t:raffic co your web 
pages, no matter where t:hey 




for as long as your. 
ad is running in 
the paper 
536-3311 
" ~".~ :,;~~:,, : 
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,, . , . 
Pioneer Park Mitsubishi 
· Peoria, IL 
309/693-1222 
• '..,_, __ .. ~.--• ,h.,;.., ._.,..,~.,._, __ .. 
CLASSIFIEDS DAILY EormAN 
C'D"1.E. $235/MO, NEWLY RE· 
MOOElED, VERY ClEAN, 1 bdrm 
duple,c. btl>IHn L,gan/SIU, water, 
trash, ~wn care Ind, no pets, 529· 
3674 or 534-4795, 
rentapar1mentincalt>Ondaif>.com 
CAMP STAFF, PURSUING ene<Qel• 
le, caring & upbeat Individuals woo 
wish lo partidpale In our incredibly 
positive camp community, c:ounse-
kn lo Instruct In WSkl, sale, Ix!~. 
swim, canoe, h-badc Engfish & 
Western, videographer, & potte,y, 
also wilderness trip leaders, trip as-
sis!ant, & office, 6111-&'13, !:it lree · 
en-567-9t4G'www.camrllird.com. 
NOW HIR,NG SUMMER Slaff lor 
Glr1 :koul Resident Carr.pl IJni1 
leadem, CXlUflSE!ors, llfeguard and 
handy person opeoogs. Camp ls lo-
caled n.,ar Olbwa, IL Season runs 
June 15-Aug z 2003. Minonties en-
COUl'lli)e lo apply. For applicaliOn 
write or ean: GSTC, 1551 Spencer 
Road, Joroet, IL 60ol33 or 815-723-
3419. 
EXTRA NICE 1,2.3 bdnn smaD quiet 
park near campus, tum. ale, no 
pets, 549-049 t or 457-0609. • 
NEW t6X60, 2 tun balh, 2 bdrm, c/a, ~~~~ Wti~:~~:!~ SUBWAY ~ow HIRING 1orc1ay: 
w/d llOolwp, wall<-ln closet. , , acc:ldent cases. Insurance pay. Shill, please apply In person, 1342 
$450/mo,201-6191. ments,royallies,cannoweee-484- _e._t.1a_1n. ______ _ 
NEWLY REMODELED 14x60,2 6352 ext 3. YARDWORKER TOMAINTAINo.r-
bdm,; 1.5 balh, super Insulation CRUISE LINE ENTRY level on- rent lawns & beds & lnstal new a>n• 
pad<age, great localiOn on SIU bus board positions avai', great benefits, structlon landscaping, llelible 
route, tum. r:Ja, no pets, 549-0491 or . seasonal/year-round, 941-329-6434 sclledufing, 20 +Ina W\.>ek, send 
457-0609. /www.cruisecareerscom ~~rJ:~~ lo PO 
NICE 1 & 2 Bdrm, $180-$275, lawn . FUlL TIME CHINESE COOK. no 
& trash incl, mgmt & mainl :,n silo,' · exp req, 3·:io-10:30 Mon-Sat, caD 
549-8000. · · 549-5032 after 5 pm. 
te & A e. 
2 bd:m starling al S280 
Recently remodeled, quiet, sale, 
private laundry, yard maint 
provided, 
CHARLIE'S f!ANDYMAN SERVICE 
& LAWNCARE. home improve-
rnenls/remodeling, minor electrical 
and plumbing, roofing, painting, con- · 
struction ol r'-,cu & buikings & total 
JOVANEU.A.. DELI HB.P wanted, lawn care, 833-1330 or 924-3833. 
11-2, serious only, must work breaks 
& summer, apply al 102 EJackson JOHN'S AFFORDABLE HANDY• 
lg sll.'lded yd, r.ome pets al!owed 
Scl1iDing Property M. nagement 
635EWalnut 
618-549-0895 SI, C'Dale. WORK prolesslonal painting. deck ..__ _______ _. 1 res10ration, staining, waterpro:,;ng, 
TliE DAWG HOUSE . 
TliE DAILY EGYPTIAN'S ONLINE 
HOl':..""l GUIDE AT 
-JfwNft.o. ... ,.-JYPlian comldawg 
h(.-;,i,l\lml 
WEDGEWOOD HILLS 2 lnrm, furn, 
r:Ja. storage, $360-$461), no pets. 
549-5598._ 
Wanted to Rent 
3 SENIORS NEED heusing for sum-
mer, nice, cwan apt. can 536-8433, 
ask for Erica. responsible girls. 
,1~1 
S1500 Weekly Potential mailing our 
circulars, Free Information, Can 203-
683-0202. 
AVOO REP, NO quotas, free ship-
ir.,g, start-up S10, Hl00·898-2868, 
tree gift..,, sign-up. 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED, 
:.250 a day potential, local positions, 
1-800-293-3985 ext 513. 
DARTENDEPS, FEMALE. PT, 
MUST BE 21, WILL TRAIN, exc ;,ay, 
Johnslon City, 20 minules from 
C'dale, can 982-9402. 
LIVE IN NANNY, Summer only, _for 3 power washing, complete remodel-
children. For more Info call, 351 • ing, exterior maintenance, l'UU. Y · . 
7509. · - · INSURED, cal sz;-3973. 
PROVIDING HANDYMAN SE!'\'/• 
ICES, r-alnting, minor plumbing,.:-lf!c-
trfcal, hauling, yarcl work, roof repair, 
tree lefVlc:e & ITUCll tmfe, l-19-
2090. 
t: or aummer. 
storage,5x10& 10ll1O,call 
~-4405. 
TERM PAPER EDmNG! Edling 
Pl!fforrnetl t,y Professors & Gratlu-
ate Students, Vat us at www.paper-
check.com or cal us TOI Free at 
(866) 693-EDIT. 
DE Newsroom Job Listings for Summer and Fall 2003 
WEDNESDAY APRIL 9 2003 • PACE 17 
·· ,- USTO s·: 
' . RAP:HICSJ 
J :: :~ •~ Offer . :t~ 
..'Awards, Trophl~~/~ 
lciques & ~~m~efsar~I 
DaHy 
~gyptian 
for as long 
as your ad 
is running 
in the paper 
536-3311 
The Daily Egyptian is accepting applications for the following newsroom po.;itions for the summer 2003 semester and fall 2003 semester. 
All summer jobs require Monday-Friday regular work schedules (except where indicated), and fall jobs will also require some Sundays with flex-
ibility lo work additional hours and other days as needed. All applicants must be in good academic standing. For s~er and fall ell)-ployment, all 
· applicants must be enrolled in at leas~ 6 credit hours. 
Reporters 
• Report and write.stories for daily paper; responsible for covering assigned specific beat. 
• Knowledge of jour:,al'stic writing style preferred; sirong spelling, grammar skills required. 
• Average 20 hours a week. 
• i'.:.lytime 3-4 hour time block required. 
• Writirg and editing exam required of all applicants. 
Photographers 
• Shoot news and feature photos for daily paper. 
• Must possess own camera equipment. 
• Mu!'\ be able to shoot and proces.-; 35mm black-and-white film. Knowledge of p!lotojoumalism and digital processing preferred. 
• Flexible 3-4 hour daily time block, including weekends · 
• Photocopies of ~10 photos that you_ have talren should accompany your application. Portfolios are welcome, but we cannot guarantee that they will be returned. 
Copy Editors/Page Designers 
:. Ri:sponsible for page design and layout of daily paper, including headline writing. • 
• Monday-Thursday e~·cning work block during the su:11mer. Sunday-Thu'rsclay 
evening work block required for fall. _ · 
• Must be detail-oriented and able to wo~k quickly and efficiently undrr deadline 
pressure. 
• Strong knowlt!dge of spelling, grammar and word us.ige required. Knowledge of journalistic writing prercrred •. 
• Desktop publi!,hing with Pagemaker, Quar~Press or In Design preferred. 
Newsroom Graphic Designer 
• Produce illustrations, charts, graphs and other graphics for DE stories_ and si>ccial sections. · 
• 20 hours a week, lale aftemoon:-evening work schL>dule, other tirries as needed. 
• Knowledge of graphics software, such as Adobe Illustrator, preferred. 
• Pholocop~es of about 5 exampk-s of your work should accompany your .-:pplication. 
Columnists 
• Write one general-inten.-st column per week for the DE. Human interest-type column , 
relating to student life and student interests prefe_rred. 
• Schedule flexible but must be able to meet a deadline. 
• At least two s.imple columns should accompany your application. 
Cartoonist 
• Script and iUustrate dajly comic strip or panel. - · 
• Schedule flexible but must be able to meet a deadline. 
• At least ?ne week of sample comic. sh.mid accompany your application. 
To ·apply, complete<', DE Employme~l application, avail.1ble at the DE Customer Servie1. desk, 1259 Communications Building. Please specify 
the position you are applying for on the applictiorh For more information, call Lances~; general ~ger,'at 536-3307.: , , ,: .. 
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Handaajted Beer 
Now Availal)Je·in 
Bowes at Your local 
Liquor Store! 
$ i so COORS LIG~T • $lll JACK DANIELS 
$ I SD CD BLONDE 
DAILY EGYPTIAN COMICS 
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Little Angry Man 
I CIJC.E MIT COMEOWJ KEVUJ 
MctJJe/ IJ:I A &AR fij ~- LOUIS 
AIJO I A:5KEO II= I COULD 
OORROIY UIS CELL P\.IO~E. 
7he Quigmans 
• ·j 
T.&. ........ .,,. _,_..,, s .. - ... ,.. ., 
·ve, Robin Hood ••• To call attention to my new, 
healthy lifestyle, I no longer wls!", to be called 
Friar Tuck, but rather, SkinlesH, Roasted Tuck." 
by Semaj • McGuffin 
Daily. Horoscope 
By Linda C. Black · 
l'oday's Birthday (April 9}. Don't let dilficulties bog 
you down this year. Don't let them make yoa sad or 
mad. Expect them, and anticipate them ahead o; time. 
look forward to !.he challenges. 
l'o get the advantase, check the day's rating: 10 is 
the easie!t da1~ o the most challenging. 
Aries (March 21-Aprll,19} • l'oday Is a 7 - Don't get 
too pushy, even if you know you're right. A liltle bit of 
companion gets your point across more effectively. 
Taurus (April 20•May 211} - Today Is a 7 • Don't 
let yourself be bullied into doing something that you 
think may not work. You're more practical than some• 
one who outranks you. . 
Gemini (May 21-June 21} • Today Is a 6 -Are you 
looking for a promotion or rab:,,7 The opportunity 
could be close at hand. Turn d_own an outing with 
friends in favor of a business connection. . 
CancH (lune 22-July 22) • Today Is a 7 • Propose 
a moneymaking scheme to a person \Vho's worried 
about profits. If it'll work. you'll be a primary benefi-
ciary . 
Leo (July 23•Aug. 22) • Today ls a 7 - Expect the 
unexpected while en the job. Double-check all orders. 
before carrying them cut. If you stay uim when others 
don't, you could wind up in charge. 
V:rgi, (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) • Today is a 7 - Things are 
'i1'f?f,l,.\/41' fi51i1' ~ THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME changing quickly, so stay alert. It's also a good idea to 
~ ~ !~~~ by Henri Arnold and Mike A<vlrfon have a few friends helping out. Le: theni know what 
Unscramble these lour Jumbles. -------- you need. 
one tener to each square. · You'll be in Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) • Today ls a 6 • You may 
:o form four ordinary words ~[ll'if 0 1 our ~ ; ' have to practice your deep breathing in order to keep 
I ~T. t · e •ipartmer. a lid on y:iur temper, Your nerves may be a tad on fa, AE ~ edge. Don't blame the ethers for it. lhey're nervous, 
I ( ) - )I-•~ .~ F_ "'. · ,· ~ to~~orplo (Oct. 23-No;. 21) - Todny ls a 7 • Others =..;.,,~s.n.ce..1rc. tri .:,e anxious to take ,actior., b~t you're not in any. rush. .. t b You can affcrd to waiL You're f'!lting'stronger in the 
LE ETA process. 
V 'I 1· ) . ~--=5(,: , Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) '.' Today ls a 6. 
I:,,. ,.A _• , Everybody knows how generous you are, but you can't 
-4 ,., - - afford to do ii all. Give fieely_of y_our gooJ che2r and . 
tJBEJAR_ 13 I · _ -:::.- 1 ::!vice, but let others pay their own ·way; 1-.~--~---1--- _ TI-IAT P051TION AT Capricorn (Dec. 22•Jan. 19) - Today Is a 7 ~ ( · J TJ,ll: :!.ANDY Defending your home and family is a top priority. , -.....- ~~o.:g ~~~fg, , :~:::.'~~; 6~ut:~:;1~:~a~~;,~~~:~1 they can have it t PALLOW t -Aquarlu~ •tt,n. 20-Feb. 18). Today Is a 7. The 
] I I \ 'I ·7 Nowarrangethecitcledlenersto money ,hould start coming_iri soon, but other pro~; : . . 1f ~:;.::S7~ :C:.Stocn. lems arise. A method you thought would work might 
· · -.....,,.,.....,....,.......,.,....... · not, so p,acei,d with caution. 
Answer here: A"(I X -X. X. J' r', X X ) Plsces (Feb. 19•Marcti 20) • Today Is a 7 -\vhat 
- - - - - ~ - - - , do you think is. more elfeclive • being pushy, or bei,,g 
• - --- (Answers IOIOOl!tlW~ passive? for now, you'll attract more bees using honey. 
. • Saturday':; -I, . Jumbles: CH1ME Cf!OWN FALTER ABSORB . , . 
. Answer: At forst. his Itch for money made him 
. do this - ·sCFtATCH" FOR IT (c) 2003, TRIBUNE MEDIA SEPVICES INC • 
•- • • •••• Jljtttitl!~~ J,1 .!-.!'lEP.! .FLd.~~!/!rll?_~n! •••• _ 
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stop a good hitting team." SOFTBALL 
<.'ONTJNUED FROM PAGE 24 
not on)~· the middle of the lineup 
hitters that can lead the wav. · 
This is what has helped the 
S.ilukis to their 2-t-6 record and 
No. 26 ranking in this week's USA 
"foday/Nation.11 Fastpitch Coaches 
A.<sociation poll. 
SIU senior Renee Mueller 
improved her record to 8-2 with a 
strong seven-inning pcFformancc 
where the onh· UT-Martin run was 
unearned. This was encouraging for 
the Salukis after l\foeller bsted just 
two full innings in her start and was 
relieved before registering an out in 
the third. 
The learn needed her to play 
strong as UT-Martin pitcher and 
Herrin nath·e Kendra Kosco was 
solid striking out IO in six innings 
and allowing just two earned runs. . 
YOUNG 
COITTJNUED rnml PAGE 24 
Jeff the best of luck in everything 
he docs. He has great talents and. 
his abilities, on and off the track, 
will allow him to be a successful 
person in whatever he does. 
said if he is not reinstated. ") 
came here for track and·coaching 
from [assistant coach] Enrique 
German. If] don't have that, there 
is no reason to stay around.~ 
Young recently placed, 10th :it 
the NCAA Indoor Championship 
in the 55-meter hurdles. He was 
aspiring to be a volunteer coach 
next season for SIU and then try 
to make the 2004 ,Olympic track 
and field team. • 
Bla\·lock threw Mueller in the 
first i,,.me instead of usual starter 
Amy Harre in the hopes ofbuilding 
her senior's confidence back up. 
Harre shut out the SJ..·yhawks 
for fo·e innings before winning her 
second consecutive game by . the 
eight-run rule. •It is unfortunate it ended this 
wa); but this is the way it has to 
be." "] think it's really important 
because as a team we can't just rely 
on the long ball," Haley said. "We 
can"t always rdy on them hitting 
home runs all the time. \ Ve need to 
do it all the W:t\' around." 
"She had kind of been· feel-
ing down about herself and kind 
of questioning," Mueller said. "I 
wanted her to go out and have a 
really good outing and show her 
that she can ger out and do it and 
•\Vhat more can you ask for as a 
pitcher than to ha\·e eight runs and 
only have to throw five inningst 
Harre said. "That's just absolutely 
great.~ 
\Vrighr declined to comment 
:my further on the matter. · 
Young said if he is ·not rein-
stated into the SIU program, he 
will likely move back home to the 
East Coast. 
Saluki notes •.• the men's track 
team's next meet is this ,,-ccki:nd at the 
Sea Ray Relays in Kncmillc, Tenn. 
Despite :ill the big hits, pitching 
was also a key part ofTuesday's games. 
&porter Jmr Deju 
tan bt rladxd at 
jdeju@dailycgJJJt:lln.com "] won't stick aroundt Young 
Reporter Zad:: Creglow 
ran be rradxd at 
zcreglow@dailycgJJJrian.com 
Florida linebacker comes 
back from suspension 
Connecticut women.repeat as.champs. 
Jeremy Fowler 
Independent Florida Alligator 
(U. Florida) 
GAINESVILLE, Fla. 
(U-WIRE) - A two-week 
suspension is not enough to set 
back linebacker Taurem Charles 
from what he \\".lilts. 
Florida coach Ron Zook 
indefinite!\' ,idelined the n:dshirt 
freshman· on i\larch 17, which 
may or ma\· not be linked to a 
sw~m complaint for barre.:· issued 
to Cfurles by the Uni,-crsity Police 
Department. 
Howe\-er, since he has returned 
to pr:ictice, the linebacker said he 
felt good in SarurdaJ·'s scrimmage 
and is prepared to retum to the top 
of the depth chart. 
"The . same way l had l the 
starting job 1 the first time, .l can 
ger ir back," said Charles, who was 
listed as the top middle linebacker 
bv defensive coordinator Charlie 
s·trong before spring pr:icticcs. 
"Ir's going to be a banlc, though. 
1\-e only pr:icticed th.-ee days." 
Zook said Charles has done 
1.."\"Cl'}1hing suitable to get his trust 
back. bur ti1erc~ much c:tlch-up 
work ahead. 
Linebacker Todd McCullough 
has been pr:icticing at the middle 
spot this spring, which may force 
Charles to switch to the outside. 
For now, the :Miami nath-c said 
he is keeping it simple, "ith his 
primary focus toward learning the 
playbook and studying his team-
mates at linebacker. 
But ,\nen he puts the playbook 
dm\n and shm\'S his natural abilil}; 
Zook can't ignore the t:tlent. 
""ltiu can rcll he's going to play a 
lot cf football,~ Zook said. 
DEFENSE LOSES, BUT 
STILL IMPRESSES: Zook said 
while the defense outshined the 
offense in the March 29 scrim-
nugc, Saturday was the opposite. 
"1 think the· offense has done 
some things to cause the defense to 
ha\-e some problems," said Zook, 
who had neir-perfea production 
from all three qumeroacks. 
When assessing the areas of 
i.i!mrm'Cnlent, Zook said he would 
lik· to see the defe,:.m-e line and 
the linebackers progress perhaps 
the mo;t because ofinoq,cricnce. 
Mechelle Voepel 
Knight Ridder Newspapers 
ATL\NTA {KRn - A decade 
ago here in Pcadnown, ShC!)i Swoopes 
put on the greatest imli\idual perfor-
mance in \\/omen's Final Four history 
and won th: title forTc.x:isTech. 
Connecticut's Diana Taurasi didn't 
h.wr to come up \\1th quire as manj· 
points as Swoopes.· And Taurasi's got 
more t:tlent around her, albeit young, 
tlL~n Swoopes did. Bur it's probably fair 
to say no one player has been as respon-
sible for a title since Swoopes. 
The Huskies won their second 
national championship in a row, 73-68 
m-er Tennessee on Tuesday night at the 
Geoigia Dome. And Taur.i.si's 28 points 
were the second-most ever scored in a 
women's final, behind Swoopes' 47. 
~It was unbclievablc,just to be in the 
championship g:t!Ile against Tcnncsscc," 
Taur.i.si said. "You grow up watching it 
on TV, and to acru:illy come our and 
play well in it and win, it's just incred-
ible." 
Of cowse, this wasn't Taurnsis first 
title game; last year she had 13 points in 
UConn's 82-70 ~ictor\' over Oklahoma. 
But that was :1 team" that al<o started 
four seniors and was expected to \\111 
from the start of :he season. 
Tilis year, UConn had some qu~·:on 
Autherine Lucy Foster 




April 16, 2003 - 7:30 p.m. 
Southern Illin·ois University 
Law School Auditorium 
0 n February 1, 1956, Autherine Lucy Foster made history as the 
first black student admitted to the 
University of Alabama. The universi!Y 
community reacted in hostility, and 
.1fter three days of being bombarded 
with rocks, eggs, and death threats, 
Foster was suspended and later 
expelled ufor her safety and the safety 
of.other students': 
However, her courage made a dramatic· 
change. Seven ye.ars after Foster's failed 
attempt at attending the ~niversity, the 
world watched the infamous ustand at 
the school house door" by Gov. George Wallace who vigorously-and 
unsuccessfully-opposed the court's ruling that the university must admit 
black students. · 
· .. In 1989, Fosler, a retired teacher, returned to the University ~f Alabama 
lo earn her Master's degree as she had planned some 43 years earlier. Her 
motto is. "to CTC<!te harmonious relationships among people, to elicit 
peaceful. relatior.ships at all times, and to aid the world in rc.1ching its 
gre;itest potential." 
• Sponsoretl by the Piiblk Policy Institute 
and *e Black Am~rlcan Studies Program· 
• Free to the public ·; •· "· : .. : .... : 
• U-Card approv~~~i~iiffiL: · 
+ .. '.Sign language lntcgirot«.;{!rovldcd · 
. • For further ~~~u~~(fml 453-4009 
' __ .,,·"~_ .... --~~j ... 
marks because it started two freshmen 
in Ann Strother and Barbara Turner, 
plus had significant contributions from 
another rookie, Vvtllnctt Crockett. All 
three were high school All•Amcricam. 
And against the Vols, they :ill fuc-
rored in the \ictory. Strother h.-id 17 
points, Turner 10 and Crockett three 
points and six rebounds. 
Strothcr's three three-pointers were 
among the 10 that UConn nailed, which 
was a big part of what hurt T cnnessec. 
"I had open looks," Strother said. "I 
probably should ha\'e knocked down a 
few more than I did.~ 
UConn C03ch Geno Auriemma said, 
"She is alwa)'S open. No matter what 
defen.<e we're facing, she's alwa)'S open. 
It's just this weird karma. Of course, her 
{player) when she's on defense is also 
always open, too. So the karma ,works 
both ways." 
Auri~mma, C\'cr the jokestcr, might 
ha\'c something with this kanna busi-
ness. UConn's only loss this season was 
to Y-illanm':I in the Big East champion-
ship game. · 
. "]f we "in that game," Auriemma 
said, "I bet we lo~ in the tournament." 
Maybe, maybe not. But it did seem 
to spur the Huskies, 3,-1, to play C\'en 
h3Mt. 
It's the fourth national title for 
UConn, which puts the .ptq,'1':llTl sec- . 
ond behind Tennessee for most cham-
pionships. The Vols have six, the last 
coming when tl1ey won their tllird in a 
row in 1998. 
Vols Kara :...:iwson and Gwen Jackson 
became just the fifth Tennessee senior 
class since the NCAA Tournament 
began in 1982 to not "in an NCAA 
title. Lawson led Tennessee, 33-5, \\1th 
18 points and Jackson had 15. . 
"It was an intense, competitive hard-
fought garnet Tennessee coach Pat 
Sum1rutt said. "I don't think theres that 
much difference in the two programs. 
I'm nor going to be making a lot of 
changes. We're going to continue to 
compete for national cl=pionships. 
"They ob,iously won this game 
tonight, they dcser\'ed it. Thar doesn't 
mean Tennessee is a team of the past." 
But neither is UConn. The. Huskies 
became the first team without a seruor 
!o \\ID the national championship. 
Taurasi \\ill return for her senior 
season no.-r year, as the Huskies will 
attempt to march Tenpessec's tlm:e-peat 
of1996-98. 
"To bear Tennessee and win "itl1 
this young group is truly one of the 
most remarkable things that's hap-
pened," Auriemma said. "j\fa)i,c they 
got tired of hearing we're not old 
enough, we're not good enough. \Ve're 
tough enough.~ 
SALUKI SPORTS \1Ew 
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COMMENTARY -
Ohio: home to the defining 
moment of Chicago sports 
Zack Creglow 
Daily Egyptian 
I• gets old doing the same old, same old. 
Hence the reason it is c:illed the same old. 
Fridays especially dig out a sinful despise 
of the sa!l'c old. 
The bars become a place just to remind me 
of the fact I am going home alone, and better 
that it is that way so no one teases me for what 
I did bring home. 
So a fella at work ~ame up with the bril• 
liant idea of drhing fo-c hours to Cincinnati 
to sec the Cubs and the possibility of seeing 
Sammv Sosa drill hi~ 500th career home run. 
This meant we had to dri\'t: across south· 
crn Indiana, which is a death trap for dri,-crs, 
a11;J Kentucky. I hear getting stuck in bufu 
Kentucky is sc:irier than the bloody bowels of 
hell, litc:rally. 
But once we got there, it was worth it. 
After a few drinks, the game began as did the 
taunting of Chicago. 
First off, people always get riled up m·.:r 
a new ballpark, but the Great American 
Ballpark is not that great. The great American 
ballpark is Wrigley. Always will be Wrigley 
and C\'l:n though a few of my Irish folks from 
. Boston will contend Fcnway is, they know 
they arc wrong. \Ve Irish always gi\'c credit 
when it's due. 
I'll skip the fir.t six innings and go to 
the sc\'enth. Sosa was up, 
down 1 ball to 2 strikes. 
The chances for Sosa As a lifelong C1.1bs fan, the 
crankin' it out were as 
bright as the Hussein 
family's chances of 
having poker night 
this week 
chances for Sosa crankin' 
it out were looking as 
bright as the Hussein 
family's chances of ha\'ing 
poker night this \\-eek. . 
I started getting pessi• 
mi~tic :md realizing, •oh, 
great, we dro\'e nearly 
5 hours to sec Sammy 
·whifr lfl wanted to see strikeouts, I would 
h:n-c gone to the bar. 
The fC\v Cincinnati fans there ,,,:re get· 
ting annoying. They smelled blood easier than 
a pack of vicious German Shepards huntin' a 
maimed rabbit now that Sosa was down 1-2. 
A drunk guy, who was m·erweight and ob\'i• 
ously depressed due to that, kept tqing to 
mock the Cubs' fans by poking fun at the fact 
we ha,-cn't won a championship since 1909. 
It is 1908 and as another Cubbic fan in the 
crowd said, •if }1>U arc going to heckle, do it 
right." 
I agree. If something is worth doing, it is 
worth doing right as Hunte~ S. Thompson 
\\1>uld say in a stoned and drunken murmur. 
Then sometime shortly after ignorance 
poisoned the crowd, Sl:immin' Sammy 
sp.inked · a liner into the air toward the 
right-center field wall. The crowd stood in 
unity. The drunk woman behind us who was 
shouting IC\,·d remarks about Chic:igo sucking 
•a lot•,bccause Cincinnati •sucked" shut her 




BY ZACK CREGLOW 
:cn,:low@J~ilrri:n>tfan.com 
was happy. 
The ball sailed into the stands and Sammy 
did it- his 500th c:irecr home run. Ifhe were 
only on the tear he has been for the past fo-c 
years during his whole c:irecr, he'd be around 
1000. Thank God for GNC. 
He was the 18th C\'c:r to achiC\-c the feat of 
500 bombs. Baghdad's milit:iry post was the · 
only thing to reach the number faster th:in 
Sosa - oops, that was to be hit with, not hit. 
But this ,vas perfect, though. Some people 
in the stands said they wished Sosa reached it 
in Chic:igo. But ntJ\v two of Chicago sports' 
defining moments h:1\-c come in the Bucke}-c 
state. And with the drunken sportsmanship_ 
displa)-cd, I say keep 'em coming. 
So for those depra,·ed Reds fans and 
lo\-crs of Ohio sports, those poor souls, here 
is a quick, painstaking reminder at another 
memory of Chicago supr~maey. 
1989 
I ,vas in preschool eating paste and the 
Bulls were pla}ing the: Cavaliers. 
It was Game four of the . Eastc:rri 
Conference pfa)1>ff matchup, where Cle>-cland 
was the fa\'Oritc between the two squads. One 
must remember there was bias - th~ famed 
movie "How:ird the Duck" a bit before that 
and brought the city of C!e,-cland much 
fame. 
But this w:is the game of •The Shot" 
when Jordan floated in· the air longer than 
a meeting for college Marxist Communists. 
Craig Ehlo, forgetting he is white:, jumped to 
contend Jordan, but the greatest athlete C\-Cr 
waited for Ehlo to land and drilled home one 
ofChic:igo's f:l\1>ri1e sports moment. 
That has to go down as the greatest Ohio· 
Chicago sports moment •. 
But Sosa hammering !iomc his sooth is 
one of the top moments in Chicago histoq·. 
For a tcam that hasn't won a tide in nearly 100 
years, it provides a small badge oihonor. 
So if )1>U arc a betting man or \\1>man, 
when 600 starts nearing and if Chicago is 
playing in Cincy, make sure to purchase some 
tickets. Because I know it won't be turned 
back on us in our lifetimes. It is not like Ken 
Griffey Jr. is going to get rc\'engc by hitting 
his 500th in Chitown. 
Sec ya in Ohio. 
Za,J: CrtglO'W is a fmhman in journalism. 
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Hopel~ss? I th~ not! 
When I was asked to write this 
column, I was told to write about 
the tennis team's constant plague of 
injuries that has been mentioned in 
almost every article written about 
us during the past two years. 
I was told to write about how 
depicted our squad is and how 
over-worked our inexperienced, but 
:imazing, freshmen arc. 
1 was told to write how our team 
JI~\~ . : Deep 
}!.1f W.J thoughts 
-· :F:'~"-!•¾ fr ~w ..... , om ... 
BY KARI STARK 
sophomOre, SIU wo1.nen'1 tennis 
can never catch a break and how we her feet start to drag, and c,·cry 
are basically a running joke among . little imperfection in her game 
the athletic training and physical · is like a ton of bricks burdening 
therapy staffs. . her shoulders until it is physically 
Howe\'er, I figure e\'eq·one has impossible to muster up enough 
read enough negative articles about confidence to dig out of the hole 
this 'topic. It's time to mo\·c on and that she has thrown herself into .. 
put a· positive spin on things. It is at this moment of self-
In fact, I think spending a inflicted defeat that I have noticed 
semester on the sidelines has been our team's real strength at its peak. 
one of the most positive experiences \Vhethcr my teammates arc on 
I have. had thus far since making the court, off of the court, healthy, 
that mind-numbingly dull drive injured, or redshirted, they are 
from Kansas to· become a Saluki. cheering.their hearts out in what• 
Being forced to lca\'e my rackets at -:vcr language necessary to lift even 
home and watch my teammates play one brick from their struggling 
:tas :illowcd me to take a step back teammate's shoulders. \Vhethcr 
and _ truly understand the strength their teammate wins or loses,' :is 
of our so-c:illed dcolctcd team. long as she can walk off the court 
Unlike many ;ports, in ten· with a smile on her face and realize 
nis you :are not :illowcd to be at least one posith-c thing that she 
substituted in and out of a match did during the match, the day is 
in o~dcr to gather your composure ' considered a success. _ 
:ind receive a pep t:ilk from one of . I truly believe that it is because 
the four assistant co:ichcs. Instead, of the .unselfish dedication each 
tennis is·a game of personal :idapta• one of us gives to our teammates 
, tion in which any of the coaching rhar we. havcJreshmcn bearing 
you rccci\'c during .1 match is gi\'cn fifth-year seniors, w:dk•ons who 
during the two•minure changeovers were not e\'cn expected to compete 
every other game by the coach, who squeaking out three-set matches, 
is. simultaneously watching fi\'e and a 3-1 record in the Missouri 
other matches. · Valley Conference. 
Also, tennis is not ·a sport in The coolest thing about the 
which hundreds, or e,·en dozens, of whc!e situation is that it can only 
people arc dying to get up early on a improve. Once all the ankles, 
Saturday morning to come support hips, elbows, backs and necks 
you. Especially with our team, arc healed, we can combine this 
there arc sometimes more benched amazing chemistq· we ha\·e alre:idy 
players cheering for the mighty dc,·elopcd with the experience :md 
Salukis than other spectators. depth that is hidden among our 
Gh·cn these circumstances, it ·is injured players. 
understandable why it is so easy for \Vhen this day comes,· w:tch 
a player to focus on c\·erything that out, because the Saluki women's 
is going wrong in her match that tennis team will be ready to play. 
it becomes impossible to focus on 
what needs to be done in order to Kari is a scphomorr injourna.'ism. 
turn things around. Htr -viru.-s d!J not n«r11arily refl.xt thou 
All of a sudden, her head drops, of the D.11u· EGYP1UN. 
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LESTER E. MURRAY - DAILY EGYPTIAN 
SIU women's golf head coach Diane Daugherty watches her team practice at 
Hickory Ridge Golf Course in preparation for their upcoming tournament in Eastern 
Kentucky. Daugherty has been coaching at SIUC for 17 years. 
Lo~al to the 
i;:0ts0 "al ukis 
women's 
golf teachers 

















story by ETHAN ERiCKSON 
I magir.e b-etting paid to· play games. Diane Daugherty gets to do 
exactly this, pla)ing golf alongside 
her ream while she reaches• by 
e.umple. And when she's nor 
coaching the Saluki~ to the top 
of the conference, Daughercy is 
playing professionally on the Senior 
LPGAtour. 
Daugherty, who is in her lith· 
)~r as SIU women's golf head 
cooch, :. a,joying hersdf .lS much 
as C\i:r. 1bis }~r, it's wirh a young 
ream thar facludes three freshmen 
and only one senior. 
·rm going to conference in two 
;.a:ks with four people who ha\-c 
ne1.-cr teed it up in a conference 
championship," Daugherty said. 
"In a way that's kind of refreshing 
bccwsc they're young and they're 
eager, and they don't have . :my 
p!CS5Ure on them. 'Inc wt two 
)~rs, we've bttn b\'Ored to win 
the confo, nee charr:;>ionship, and 
hoy these gup ha-1e played like they 
. have the weight of the "'orld on 
their shoulders.• 
Though Daugherty n:lishcs vari• 
ety, she doesn't sec hcrsclf changing 
posts in the near future. 
The Centr:ilia, l\Io., nadvc has 
had her f:ur share · of apportuni· 
• ties to jump ship in famr of mon: 
nationally renowned schools, but 
has chose to stav at SIU, where she 
&>"Other first head coaching job. 
"I ha"cn't gotten calls for 5 or 6 
years, and I think it's because pcop!e 
know I'm not acth·dy looking," 
Daugherty said. "I \\..S \'cry good 
friends with .the coach at Grorgu, 
and she endw up retiring early 
because it ~ just a lot of p:cssun: 
and a lot of rcauiting. She w;u not 
as important as b:i!ketball anJ foot· 
ball, but the same type of pressure 
was put there." 
Daugherty, who has roached 17 
Academic All·Amcricans, enjo)'S 
!he 6ct that her pla}-crs' studies 
come first. T!ic Salukis wc:-c plan· 
ning t'> bvc early this morning 
for The &stem Kentucky Colonel 
Cb!sic, but one of SIU freshman 
Abbigail John.on's profcsso~ would 
not let her make up her exam. 
Dwghcrry dccidt:d to delay her 
team's departure until the afternoon 
so Johnson can take h:r test, which 
will furcc her team to play in the 
event without the experience of a 
pr.act ice round on the for dgn counc. 
, , \Ve do things in the right way, l think. They're not ju.st here using my uix 
dollars to get a couple years experience and then go on to play pro. They're here to get 
their degree and they grow up. It's fun to tt'atch them grow up.,' 
This is probably not something she 
\\'Ould be able to do if she wen: the· 
Gco~a coach. 
"lfl had that pressure from here, 
I probably would not be making 
the right choice tomorrow as far as 
staying here and letting Abby take 
her tesr,w Daugherty said. "I would 
probably feel the pressure that I 
need to take my team there and play 
this pr:icticc round. 
"We do things in the right way, 
I think. They're not just here using 
my tax dollars ro get a couple )= 
experience and then go on to play 
pro," DJughercy said. "They're here 
to get their degree and they grow up.• 
It's fun to w:itch thc:m grow up: 
Former Saluki standout Alison 
Hiller, in her first 
income, but Daughercy anticipates 
her business picking back up in the 
near future. 
"The pcoi:le I teach an: people 
in the business \\'Orld who realize 
they need to play golf so they 
can conduct business on the ·golf 
course," Daughcrcy said. "1\-c met 
CEOs and presidents of companies. 
They\-c come into rhe Marion 
airport and have flown me in their 
prfrate jct. Tho5C an: opportunities 
· that arc really neat and a lot offun." 
Her experiences also assist her in 
the alwa}'S•competitive recruiting . 
process. Hiller was in a,\-c when she 
first read about her future coach. 
"I was pretty impn:sscd,w Hiller 
said. "I was pretty nermus, to 
be honest. I was 
year as an assistant 
\\'Omen's golf coach, 
said academics arc 
always the first 
priority for this 
team that frcquen•'.y 
sports a high GPA. 
Last l\Iay, two· of 
the six spots on the 
l\lissouri Valley 
Conference scholar· 
athlete team wen: 
filled by Salukis. 
h 
looking through 
"This is my ome. the team program 
l' ve been here 17 and it has a j.irt in 
then: with all of her 
accomplishments. I 
was pretty excited. 
· "She just has 
e1.·cry quality that 
}'Ou'rc looking for 
in a coach ar,d 
mon:. \Vith !,er 
years. I'm t·ery proud 
of the program that 
l't•e hel[>t!d build. l'rr, 
proud of our fund 
raising. l lot1e my job. 
l lot·e my kids.,, experience on t?ur, 
- Diatne Daugherty with top players 
hHd coach, women's golf and then wirh her "That really kind 
of speaks volumes 
for wanting to keep acadc:mics the 
first priority," Hiller said. 
Daughcrcy enjoys mon: than 
just coaching, kccping life interest· 
ing with variety. She plays on the 
Senior LPGA tour and is expecting 
to make a comeback of sorts this 
summer. 
"I had bunion surgery wt )~r 
on both feet, and I'm not sun: that 
my knees aren't a lot better nmv 
because I think I walk better," 
DJugherty~iJ. "J\lyfcct don't hurr, 
and I don't ha\-c the bunions. 
"I feel better physically than 
I ha,,: in )~rs because I don't 
have any achy joints right now, 
so it makes me want to go play. 
We played Saturday morning and 
walked 18 holes, and I felt like a 
million dollars. Hopefully I can stay 
healthy and play pretty good." 
Daugherty, who has played in 
rwo U.S. Opens, uses her team's · 
practice time for its benefit as well 
ashermvn. 
"It's fun for me," Daugherty 
said. "I think it's good for them 
too because my thinking on the 
golf course is different from theirs 
sometimes. It alwa)'S helps when 
they know I can hit the shots. Then 
I think they l~ren to me. They 
realize that I knmv what I'm talking 
about: 
She's known as a top-notch• 
teacher of the g:imc by more than 
just her team members though. 
D.aughcrry was named rhe LPGA 
Midwest Coach of the Year six 
times and one of the 50 besr teachers 
by Golf for Women magazine. 
This has afforded her many 
apportunities as a summer clinician 
for large corporations. ~ sum• 
me,-, she11. head to Jackson, Miss., 
to teach at a golf clinic for client'. 
of Canadian National Railroad.·· · 
In· past ycan, Daugherty traveled 
to major .cities across the country 
for Business Weck and other well" 
known businesses until the sour 
economy forced cutback., ir. the 
.l:wincs.1world. 
Since Sept, 11, 2001, she~ lost 
most of h:r business as a clinician. 
This used to pr.ividc half of her 
background and her 
sports psychology masters, it was 
just a combination that I knew was 
perfect." 
Despite all of her accomplish• 
ments, Daugherty, who appears to 
be enjoying hersdf at all times, docs 
not plan on retiring anytime soon. 
"This is my home. I\,: been 
hen: 17 years. I'm very proud of 
the program that I've hdpcd build. 
I'm proud of our fund raising, 
Daugherty said. "I lm,: my job. I 
lm-cmvkids. 
"I(it wasn't fun, I wouldn': do 
it." 
&pcrtn-Ethan Ericban 
c.in he rtadxd at . 
ccrickson@dail}-cgyptian.com 
- Diane u•ugherty 
head coach, women's golf 
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Salukihats storm 
into SE :Missouri 
Michael Brenner 
Daily Egyptian 
Before last week's midweek gam~•;gainst 
Southeast l\lissouri St.1.te, SIU head coach 
Dan Callahim told anyone who wou!d listen 
about. his team's offensive struggles :ind the 
need to turn them around. · . . . 
But this week, as SIU prepares f~r a one· 
i:ame excursion to Cape Girardeau to face 
the Indians, CaU~han is not registering any• 
complaints\vitti his offense. · . • 
SIL' has scored 26 runs in only four games 
since: then, including a· 10-run demoraliza-
tion of Illinois State that resulted in the: game 
being called early due to the 10-run rule. 
advanced A-league affiliate in Lan~stc:r, 
Calif.. • · · · 
He is co:ning off an outstanding seaso,1 
with the Missoula· Osprey in the rookie• 
league, where he was second on his team in 
ba:ting average (.304), tied for first in home 
runs (9) and first i11 RBIs (51). He: also posted 
. ~n impressive .457 on-base percentage. 
Nelson, on the other hand, is at home in 
Oconomowoc, \Vi~ .• ~fter retiring because of 
a should~r injury. , ·. . 
He had been 7-0 with a 1.87 ERA with 
the A-league San Francisco affiliate:, Salem-
Kci.:er Volcanos before the injury. · 
Markle, Frisella seeing 
beach balls 
Rueger cruising along · Junior college transfer Josh M~rkle is hit-
Sophomore Bryan Rueger continued to ting .359 this year for the Salukis, which is by 
mystify opposing pitchers during his com- far his career best. l\farkle, also a pitcher in his . 
plete game victory Saturda;, improving his jucn days, hit only .280 during his sophomore· 
record to a perfect J-0 this season. year at Tre:isurc V:illey Community College .. 
The crafty lefty has gh·en up only 17 hits Senior Sal Frisella has posted a .350 avc;r-
in 27 1/3 innings for a 1.32 ERA and a .187 · age thus far this season. besting last year's 
opponent batting average. . .292 averaie by nearly 60 points. 
Saturday"s comple~e game: was the first of , · 
his young career. Barnett streaking, . 
Snyder bolstering bullpen 
,\dam Snyder has been equally as impres-
si\·e in his first year with the Salukis. The 
freshman has often been called to the mound 
10 s10p the bleeding, and has seldom failed to 
givi: SIU at least a bandage. 
Snyder has appeared in nine games and 
gi\·en up fo·e runs, compiling a.2.01 ERA 
Jlong the way. · 
Nelson retires, Stanek 
starts A-ball 
Ne.uly a year after their departure: from 
SIU, Jeff Stanek_a.nd Luke Nelson have: cxpc:· 
ricnccd contradictory successes in pursuing a 
carcc,r in profo«ion;il b;iscball, 
Stanek just started with the: Lancaster 
JetHawks, the Arizona Diamondbacks'· 
Senior Toby Barnett has put together an· 
impressive offensive season :15 · well, hitting 
sa(ely in 16 straight games and batting .340. 
Alley strikeouts 
\Vith his five strikeouts Saturday, Jake 
Alley moved into foi:irth place on the all-
time Saluki strikeout list, passing Eugene 
Vincent. 
Alley has 239 strikeouts in his Saluki 
career and is 39 short of Jason Frasor's all-
time reco·rd. If.Alley pitches once per week for 
the rest cf the sea~on, he will need to average 
five strikeouts per start to break the record. 
He ave~ages 3.85 strikeouts_ per outing. 
. Rrpcr_tn-Jl!i(h,u/ B~nnn-
tan« rr.1t/xd at 
mbrcnner@daily~-ptian.com 
have flown more than 3,000 miles in the 
· lastweek. · · · 'WILLIAMS 
OONTINUm FROM rAOE 24 Another. obstacle for Williams,· though 
he doesn't feel it will be a major ·one, 
Kentucky .Wesleyan and three others.• . will be . shooting the NBA three-point 
\Villiams will be running the point for his shot.Portsmouth uses the NBA three, so 
team, which he said should provide him with Williams has been practicing it all week. 
the perfect stage for NBA scouts. He docs He is not parcicul.arly worried about the few 
not care if he scores a lot of points or puts up extra fc.-ct. · 
any type of big numbers. "I shoot a lot out there anyway," \Villiams 
\Villiams' goal is to play smart, commit said. "l didn"t shoot as much while I was 
no turnovers and show NBA scouts he has here bc,·.ause coach Weber didn't care for me 
what it · takes to play point guard in the . shooting cut there, b~t I've always had that 
NBA. . · type of range. 
"You don't want to go then: "It's not a huge difference for 
and try to do something speci:1I me. I feel like I can shoot it just 
and goof up on ir or make yourself like my regular shot." 
look stupid," Williams said. ".My With anything barring a 
. main thing is' to go in and prove disastrous performance at -the 
that I can play point guard. That's tournament, 'Williams is expected 
what I've bec-n told and that's to earn a workout with an NBA . 
what they want to sec me do. team as Robn Roberts did last 
".Maybe I won't score as mucl., season, according !O retired SIU 
but !.'m going to t.ry ta get every- Williams Sports Information Director and 
body ilivolvcd and 'show I can . Saluki guru Fred Huff,' who has 
handle the ball and handle the pressure." seen :i.11 the Saluki greats come and go. 
Williams has been attempting to train Though he would not offer a prcdic-
all week. but has been hampered with the tion on Williams' chances of making the 
prolonged flu dating back to March 31. NBA, noting that his disbelief when Troy 
Despite the illness, he has managed to run, Hudson made it in the NBA disqualifies 
lift weights and play pick-up games with his . him from any scouting in that department, 
teammates at the SIU Arena. · said \Villiams is alm'JSt guannteed a tryout 
Teammates say the illness is not affecting based on his college performances. 
him on the court; so it is unlikely to hamper "I feel confident Kent's going to get 
his performance in Virginia. Many did not that He's had too many wonderful honors 
even know he had been cxperienci:,g health bestowed upon him riot to get a tryout." 
problems. 
"He looked the same. He looked fine to 
me,• said junior Bry:m Turner. 
\Villiams said he expects to!:>e healthy by 
the time his team pl..ys today, but said it is 
possible he will feel draintd.He was in New 
Orleans at the three-point shooting contest 
last week, something he said hampered his 
reco\1:ry from the flt1. 
By the time he gets to Virginia he will 
Rtpcrtn-Mi.hat/ Brmntr 
can ht rrachtd al 
mbrenner@dail)1:g}-ptian.com 
Saluli faru can kup lrack of \\'illiams onli~ 
lry fouing an lo du loumamtnl u"tbsitt al 
,,,.=pammou1hin,ilational.com. 
Tiu :oumamml u-ill caru:lude Saturday. 
Men's golf finishe5t second The Salukis finished ·ah~ai ol big-name 
schools Nebraska and Wiscor,sin,: as weU as an live 
The SIU men's golf team lin~ed se<ond in the 
14-team Branson Creek lmntational.Tuesday, two 
strokes behind Sam Houston State.- . . 
Sam Houston State blew lMliJ'f the competi-
tion in the final day in Branson, Mo. shooting a 
292, seven strokes better than the :-.c.<t best and 
eight shots better than SIU. · 
M~~:~~t::~~o~~~ a. 
. 54-hole total ,.af ..22 I, and te.,mma!e Grant Cohz o· 
finished in· a tie for eightl1. one stroke behind · 
"1,eelet. 
Andrew Cwinup shot a 228, i;ood fo: 28th. 
Roger Welch's 232 netted him a 40th place finish, 






Tr~vel and Expcrien~c the lo:;t i;land in the Carib~n 
, • · lnfonnational M.."t!ting · . 
Wednesday April 9, and Thursday 10, 2003 ~ 
· _Quig~•2197:00pm 
The Department · or Archiketllrc md "ntcrior Design at Southern Illinois 
Univasity \\ill be c!T .. ing the sixth TnveL'SIUdy l'rogr.&'11 lo Cuba May 2S b 
Jun~ S 1003. This progt2m pro\'l~ you with a oncc-in-a-lifelimc opportunity 
to ~':Ivel to Curo for a pcoplc•!O-pcople cxchmgc 10 mdt with Cuban cx!'(T".i in 
the fielcu or art, preservation. pl.toning. architecture and susuinablc development. 
Join us during and experience the music', wnce, food, sunshine. and g.-cat culture. 
L_ Last chance to vfsit.with new reslridionsl! · · · Associate Professor Jon Daniel Davey ' . (618) 4.53.-3734 or (618) 453-1108 · , jcuvey@siu.eduorhttp://www.cubanow.oiii-
Make your._summer count! 
_Register for classes at Oakton. 
Lighten your course load for full. 
• Classes offer~d in business and technology, science and health, arts, 
languages, and hu_manities. 
Classes begin June 2: (8-week s~sion). 
and June 9. (7-,veck session). 
For lnformation ci!l 847.635.1629. , · · 






An in-depth look at ·. · 
women's. golf head coach 
Diane Daugherty 
See story, page ~2 . 
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SIU softball outscores 
Tennessee-Martin 12-1 
in two victories 
Jens Dcju 
Daily Egyptian 
Last Saturday the SIU softball team 
dominated Drake winning 12-1. The Salukis 
then came out in the second and couldn't buy 
a run, losing 2-1 to split the doubleheader. 
In Tuesday's doubleheader, the team hoped 
to rectify that problem and did so, winning 
the first game 4-1 and taking the second 8-0 
at Charlotte \Vest Stadium-Rochman Field. 
SIU head coach Kerri Blaylock said she 
was impressed by the fact her team was able 
to come back and perform even better in the 
second game :.nd not play flat. 
"What I was happy about is we did a 
good job the first game and then we came· 
back and we dominated the second game,• 
Blaylock said. 
Sophomore outfielder Katie Jordan, who 
drove in five runs in the second game, said 
the team was focused on pla)ing with the 
same fire in both games and feels the team 
did just that 
"That's something we really wanted to 
concentrate on not doing again," Jordan said. 
"We came out with the intensity and we got 
it done the second game." 
DAILY EGYPTIAN 
CAME ONE 
!~T:Ma:ajj O O 1 I O O O I O • 1-,, 6 1j 
[s. Illinois l a o J o o x • ! ~i}~i-~:it] 
W • Mueller (8-2). l • KOS<O (7·8). 
2B • H. Vie/Mus 2 (3). SB • Damico (2). 
CAME Two 
}UT·M.L1i~,j. 0 0 0 I O O X I X • {D"\ ll 
ls.1111no1s{1 al 2 xx x •,1•,l·Dt 
W • Harre (14-4). l • Swafford (1-1). 
2B • Jordan (4). HR• Jordan (9). SB• Bonnell 2 (11). 
Street and cleared the road on the hop, put 
Jordan into se~ond place the all-time on the 
SIU single seaso,1 list. She is now just one 
dingcr behind the mark of 10 set in 1999 by 
Marta Vielhaus. 
Looking hack on the hir, Jordan said she 
was glad she made solid contact with the ball, 
bur all that matters is that the team was able 
to get its job done. 
"Ir was nice, bur at the same time it'! an 
indi\idual thing; Jordan said. "Ir was nice to 
hit and everything, but in .a game where we 
scored eight runs, it really didn't matter that 
much." . 
While Jordan is e:qiectcd to be a major 
run producer for the Salukis, the offensive 
heroes from the first game came as a bit of 
a surprise. 
Junior twins Adie and Haley Vielhaus 
drove in all four of SIU's runs in the game 
\\ith Haley drhing in three on a pair of 
doubles. Adie added another RBI in the 
second game. 
.JESSICA EDMOND - DAl~Y EGYPTfAN 
Jordan had a two-run double and a three-
run home run in the second game: to lead the 
way in SIU's eight run-rule ,ictory o\'cr the 
1S-Ii Sl...·yhawks of UT-Martin. 
The home run was her ninth of the: year, 
which leads the l\fosouri Valley Conference. 
Her blast, which hounced before Park 
Entering the day, Haley had just four RBI 
and Adie had only three. 
Haley said the sisters' performance 
showed one of the strengths of the Salukis in 
that anyone can step up and perform and it's 
See SWEEP, page 20 
SIU sophomore left fielder Katie Jordan stands on first base afte·r singling in the 
first game of the Salukis' doubleheader against Tennessee-Martin Tuesday afternoon 
at Charlotte West Stadium. In the second game, Jordan hit her ninth home run of the 
season, which puts herin sole possession of second place on the school's single-
Williams set to begin 
possible voyage to NBA 
Saluki star rakes first step at Portsmouth Invitational 
Michael Brenner 
Daily Egyptian 
Kent Wtlliams has already pro-.'ed 
himsdf to southern Illinois and the 
l\Ii Y.lllll Valky Cor.fuena: - he is 
second on the SIU all-time scoring list, 
an l\lVC all-confcrcna: first-teamer 
and the captain of a tcun rhai: won 
back-to-back Valley championships 
and made two straight NCAA tourna-
ments. 
Now, he has to pro-.-c himself all 
m-rr again to NBA scouts and general 
m:mag=. \V-illlam~, along with 64 of 
the nation's top seniors who arc on the 
fiingc of being dr..ftcd, will play in the 
Portsmouth Imitational beginning 
\ \'cdnesday in Portsmouth, Va. 
The top 15-20 players from the 
tournament v.ill be imitcd t> the 
Chicago workouts, gning them a 
decent shot at being drafied. 
Famous alumni of the tournament 
include Scottie Pippen.John Stockton, 
~ Wallace and Tun Hamway. 
Williams will be ph)ing for Sales 
Systems Ltd. -the sponsor is also 
the team name -along v.ith Tahj 
Holden of Maryland, Marais Hatten 
of St. Johns, James Jones of Miami, 
local product Marlon Parmer from 
See WILLIAMS, page 23 
season home run list. · 
Young dismissed from men~s· track 
Zack Creglow were slapped with a two-meet sus- port him. . 
. Daily Egyptian pension, while Young was pcrma- . Young said he does not under· 
Two-rime All-American Jeff 
Young was released from the 
SIU men's track and field team 
Monday. 
In an e-mail sent to the: DA!I.Y 
EGYPTIA:-., Young said he was 
released after a decision made by 
his 4-by-400-meter relay team-
mates to not compete in the final 
event of the Cardinal Classic this 
past weekend in Louisville. 
He said those involved opted 
against running in the event 
because it was cold and many of 
th~m were already injured and 
unwilling to risk further damage · 
in the frigid tcmp:ratures. 
His relay teammates Felix 
Anderson, B.J. Davis, l\lauricc 
Moss and captain Marvin Primo 
ncntly released from the squad. stan'd why he was slapped with 
"I was stunned," said Young s11ch a heft penalty since it was the 
we would have to suf- ~\ . ing the stand and not 
of his re. lease. "I knew. . ·.. "•{i· . whole relay team mak· 
fer consequences as · a ~:,;::~ ~· just hlm. 
team. I knew where I '..:< ,-.q_ SIU head ·coach 
stood, but at the time · ~ Cameron ·.Wright said 
the team was II)ing to ·~. :.. he did nor have choice 
make a statement. \Ve in the matter ancl. i: 
all agreed we wouldn't was not easy to release 
run and the team cap- l\')f:..1mr, the Missouri Valier 
tain [Primo] secondeu •.·.,.,.....;...,:; __ ..:._.;..J Conference's top hur-
the idea.• 'Yi dlcr during the past two 
Young. · who was . . oung years. · 
released from the squad last But he hopes for the best for 
November for. undisclosed rea- Young and his future. . . 
sons, said he pla.'ls on filing an · "It is an unf'orrunate situation; 
appeal with Athletic Director Paul Wright ·said while. shaking his 
Kowalczyk today. head in disappointment. "We wish 
He said the other members of ------'------
the relay ream arc going to sup- See_:VOUNG, page 20 
